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Abstract

The investigation undertaken explores the feasibility of identifying a reduced order 

model of linear dynamical system operating on the mid-frequency regime. Proper Orthog

onal Decomposition and Independent Component Analysis are used as vehicles for model 

reduction. Such reduced-order model circumvents the limitations of traditional modal anal

ysis which, although well-adapted in the low-frequency range, is prone to computational 

and conceptual difficulties in the mid-frequency range.

The inverse problem involving identification of the system matrices (namely mass, damp

ing and stiffness matrices) are posed in the framework of a least-squares estimation prob

lem. To achieve this objective, Kronecker Algebra is aptly exploited to identify these 

matrix-valued variables. The concept of Tikhonov regularization permits additional physi

cal constraints to be satisfied in terms of a symmetric property of the system matrices.

The usefulness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated using a simple discrete 

linear dynamical system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

The general nature of an inverse problem  is to deduce a cause from an effect. Consider 

a physical system depending on a set of parameters. If all of the parameters were known 

then for a given input we could predict the output. This is referred to as a forward problem. 

It may happen, however, that some of the parameters characterizing the system are not 

known, or are roughly known, being inaccessible to measurement. We infer the values of 

these parameters from the output of the system. Thus we seek the cause (i.e. the system 

parameters) given the effect (i.e. the output of the system for a given input).

An important example is the inverse problem of geophysics, in which we investigate 

the structure of the interior of the earth. Elastic waves may propagate through the earth 

in a manner which depends on the material properties of the earth. A concentrated source 

of energy at the surface causes waves to penetrate into the earth which are then partially 

reflected back to the surface. If the material properties of the earth’s interior were known

1
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completely then we could predict the nature of the reflected wave from knowledge of the 

source. Since in fact we cannot measure these properties directly we seek to infer them by 

observing the reflected waves, or outputs, in response to a collection of known sources, or 

inputs.

In mathematical formulation of such problems, we typically seek to estimate one or more 

coefficients in a system of differential equations, given partial knowledge of certain special 

solutions of the equation. In the seismology problem just discussed, the propagation of 

waves in the earth is governed by the equations of elasticity, a system of partial differential 

equations in which the material properties of the earth appear as coefficient functions.

Inverse problems in differential equations arise in a variety of important scientific areas, 

such as optics, quantum mechanics, astronomy, and medical imaging, as well as materials 

testing, structural analysis, geophysics, and hydrology, to name a few.

In general, inverse problems are classified as ill-posed, i.e. the solution obtained for 

a given set of data is unstable to small perturbations in input data or system parameters 

(Hadamard, [1]). There are techniques developed to deal with such ill-posed aspect of 

inverse problems. For example, Tikhonov regularization can be used along with the regular 

inversion technique to arrive at a well-posed minimization problem (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 

[2]).

System identification, a well-known form of an inverse problem, plays a crucial role 

in model-based prediction of dynamical systems. Normally, a finite representation of a 

continuous media described by a partial differential equation leads to a discrete model of 

the dynamical system. In the practical applications involving linear continuous operators, 

the discrete system is fully characterized by the so-called mass, stiffness, and damping
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matrices. Once these matrices are estimated with reasonable confidence, such discrete 

model can reliably predict the behavior of the underlying dynamical system due to external 

disturbances.

In the context of structural dynamics, identification of these system matrices is achieved 

by traditional modal analysis techniques. In this approach, an efficient and accurate reduced- 

order model can be obtained in the so-called low-frequency range where the system exhibits 

distinct resonant modes. In this regime, only a handful of structural modes contribute to the 

total response. However, the situation changes significantly in the mid-frequency regime 

whereby a large number of structural modes contribute to the output. This renders the 

modal analysis impractical in constructing a reduced-order modal of the discrete dynami

cal system. Furthermore, the physical mechanism and mathematical form of damping plays 

a pivotal role which may lead to a complex eigenvalue problem. Additionally, the higher 

order eigenmodes are also susceptible to numerical error. This is partly due to the fact that 

a high resolution spatial discretization is necessary to capture short wavelength vibration 

features in the mid-frequency range [3].

On the other hand, the high-frequency vibration analysis involving wave and energy- 

based approaches, such as Statistical Energy Analysis (Lyon, [4]), gives unwieldy results 

due to conceptual difficulties. Such energy-based approach fails to capture the propagation 

effect emerging from the phase information of the oscillating system.

Consequently, it is important to construct a reduced-order model based on other ap

proaches. To this effect, POD and ICA based methods appear themselves to be viable 

alternatives. The recent availability of data-acquisition hardware (such as laser-vibrometry 

[5]) makes it possible to acquire highly resolved spatio-temporal vibration data rendering
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POD and ICA based methods amenable to practical application.

The current investigation explores the feasibility of reduced-order modeling to alleviate 

the limitations of traditional modal analysis to arrive at a low-dimensional model. To reduce 

computational effort, such a model will be exploited to identify the underlying dynamical 

system to be used as a predictive tool. This is the subject of this thesis.

1.2 Thesis Structure

The thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 1 presents an introduction and 

problem statement. A brief relevant literature review is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 

3 introduces the requisite mathematical preliminaries necessary for this thesis. The POD 

method and its application to reduced-order modeling is detailed in Chapter 4. The ICA 

method is delineated and then contrasted with POD in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the detailed 

formulation involving the system identification method is described. Chapter 7 reports the 

results from a numerical example elucidating the feasibility and usefulness of the mathe

matical formulation. The thesis concludes in Chapter 8 where a summary and findings of 

the current investigation are detailed including avenues of future investigation.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this Chapter, we provide a brief description of relevant literature. The review is by no 

means exhaustive, but relates only to the current investigation undertaken in the thesis. 

Note that each of the subtopics touched upon relates to a separate field of active research 

interest. For brevity, we restrict our attention only to a limited portion from the vast body 

of the existing literature.

2.1 System Modeling

In general, modeling of a system involves deriving mathematical approximation of certain 

spatially and/or temporally evolving physical phenomenon. Such an approximate mathe

matical model offers predictive tools to describe the evolutionary features of the system 

behavior. Broadly speaking, these mathematical models can be categorized as follows[6]:

•  Time and Frequency domain models: Output of a dynamical systems can be repre

sented either in time or frequency domain. The frequency domain representation is

5
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normally achieved by use of the Laplace, Fourier and z-transformations.

•  Deterministic and Stochastic models: Whenever output of the system exhibits sig

nificant random variablity, a stochastic model is generally adopted. Otherwise, a 

deterministic model can adequately predict the system behavior with sufficient accu

racy.

• Continuous-time and Discrete-time models: Whenever the mathematical models de

scribing the system permit closed-form (analytical) solutions, the continuous-time 

model is preferable. In absence of such convenient representation of the output, one 

has to take recourse to discrete-time model.

•  Parametric versus Non-parametric models: A parametric model contains a finite set 

of parameters dictating the behavior of the system. On the contrary, whenever system 

behavior can not be described by a finite set of parameters, a non-parametric model 

is adopted.

A parametric linear deterministic system model is considered in this investigation. Both 

time and frequency domain representations are adopted for the mathematical formulation.

2.2 System Identification Methods

Numerous system identification methods are available in the existing literature. Each of 

these methods are well-suited to particular applications. A brief overview of some of the 

widely-used techniques follows.
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2.2.1 Modal Analysis

Modal analysis determines the fundamental vibration mode shapes and corresponding fre

quencies of a vibrating system. In the low-frequency domain, only a few modes contribute 

to the total response of the system [7, 8, 9], In general, modal analysis is used to arrive at 

a reduced order model of a system in the low-frequency regime. Mathematically speaking, 

this approach involves spectral representation of the original operator describing the sys

tem behavior. Experimental modal analysis permits extraction of such modal parameters 

through experimental measurement [10, 11]. The structure is set into motion by either a 

mechanical shaker or an impact hammer or to ambient vibration (such as wind or traffic 

load in a ridge structure), with the corresponding response measured at one or more points.

In one of the earliest works, Lancaster [12] had shown that the mass, damping and stiff

ness matrices can be obtained from the measured complex modes and frequencies. Ibrahim

[13] used the higher order analytical modes together with the experimental set of complex 

modes to compute improved mass, stiffness and damping matrices. Subsequently, Adhikari

[14] proposed a method to identify the system matrices using the residues and poles of the 

measured transfer functions. Roemer and Mook [15] have developed methods in the time 

domain for simultaneous identification of the mass, damping and stiffness matrices. Chen 

et al. [16] have proposed a direct frequency domain technique for identification of the 

system matrices. Zhao et al. [17] proposed a modal-data based identification method for 

a linear dynamical structure under unknown forcing. Yan et al. [18] proposed a wavelet- 

transform based method to identify modal parameters of a linear system.

Baruch [19] showed that simultaneous changes in the mass and stiffness matrices cannot 

be identified by using modal data only. The argument is that the same mode shapes and
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natural frequencies can be obtained for an infinite number of different pairs of stiffness and 

mass matrices. Baruch also proposed a method to apply corrections to existing mass and 

stiffness matrices using collected modal data [20, 21, 22]. The methodology however does 

not consider systems with damping. Provasi et al. [23] proposed a modal parameter identi

fication method in the frequency domain. The algorithm is based on the same formulation 

of the extended Kalman filter. The proposed method is recursive in its estimation of the 

modal parameters and relies on an initial ’’guess” of theses parameters. Furthermore, the 

method can only identify proportionally-damped systems.

Each of the above modal analysis based methods have their own advantages and dis

advantages. The common issues regarding the identification of the system matrices using 

conventional modal analysis are:

•  The accuracy of the identified modal parameters, and consequently the system ma

trices, relies on the presence of distinct ‘peaks’ in the measured FRFs.

•  If the damping is non-proportional, the identification of complex modes poses a se

rious challenge [24, 25].

The first problem is inherent to conventional modal analysis. If the peaks in the mea

sured FRFs are not distinct or are closely spaced, the modal parameter extraction procedure 

is difficult to apply [10]. As a consequence, the identified system matrices using the ex

tracted modal parameters become erroneous. It is therefore difficult to extend the modal 

identification procedure in the mid-frequency range, or for periodic systems (such as bladed 

disks in turbomachineries) inherently containing closely spaced modes (in the form of pass- 

bands and stop-bands). The second problem arises for systems with high damping materials
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such as a panel with viscoelastic damping.

2.2.2 Direct Identification

Direct identification of system parameters is another system analysis tool. In such an ap

proach, the least-square estimation method is used to tackle deterministic systems [6, 26]. 

For stochastic systems, the maximum-likelihood method is applied [27, 28], Another tech

nique used for stochastic system analysis is the maximum entropy method [29].

Direct identification methods are an alternative to the modal analysis technique. Fritzen 

[30] and Mottershead [31] proposed direct system parameter identification methods. Apart 

from the comparative robustness of these identification procedures, the same authors state 

that the identified matrices are in general non-unique and likely to be faced with a set of 

incomplete data [32], Furthermore, constraints satisfying certain physical properties of the 

system (i.e. symmetry of system matrices for example) are not dealt with in these method

ologies. Software packages are also available for such system identification techniques (for 

example refer to [33]).

2.2.3 Nonlinear System Identification

In certain restrictive cases, the concept of modal analysis for linear systems is extended to 

non-linear systems using the idea of non-linear normal modes [34]. However, their appli

cation in non-linear structural dynamics is limited to single non-linear mode of vibration 

only.

One alternative to modal analysis is the Volterra and Wiener series approach, as it pro

vides a relationship between the input and output of a non-linear system [35, 36]. For
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example, Gifford and Tomlinson applied the Volterra series in the field of non-linear struc

tural dynamics [37], The method has been widely applied in subsequent investigations (for 

example see [38, 39]). However, one weakness of the method is that convergence is not 

always guaranteed and greatly depends on the extent of non-linearity.

2.3 Model Reduction Techniques

2.3.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

POD provides a basis for the spectral decomposition of a spatio-temporal signal. Due to its 

attractive mathematical properties, POD has been used extensively in numerous applica

tions. Perhaps the most compelling property is its mean-square optimality: it provides the 

most efficient way of capturing the dominant components of a high-dimensional signal with 

only a few dominant scales of fluctuations, namely Proper Orthogonal Modes (POMs).

The POD method has been used for the model reduction of linear as well as non-linear 

dynamical systems, for example see [40, 41, 42]. In the context of system identification, 

POD has been applied to measured displacements of a discrete undamped system with 

a known mass matrix leading to an estimation of the normal modes [43, 44]. The POD 

method is applied to the non-linear problem of vibro-impacting beams and rotors to cre

ate low-dimensional models, via a Galerkin projection using POMs as a basis [45, 46]. 

The other application of POD on model-reduction of non-linear mechanical systems are 

reported in [47, 48, 49, 50]. POD has been used for the identification of a non-linear dy

namical system [51, 52], whereby the non-linear stiffness parameter was identified with a 

reduced-order model.
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In various disciplines, the technique relating to POD has different nomenclature such as 

Karhunen-Loeve decomposition, principal component analysis, singular system analysis 

and singular value decomposition. The POD basis functions are also termed as empirical 

eigenfunctions, empirical basis functions, and empirical orthogonal functions. POD was 

introduced independently by numerous researchers (see [53]), including Kosambi [54], 

Loeve [55], Karhunen [56], Pougachev [57], and Obukhov [58]. The method has been 

applied in numerous disciplines including random process theory [29], image processing 

[59], signal analysis [60], and data compression [61],

2.3.2 Independent Component Analysis

The advantage of POD stems from the fact that resulting signals of the projected system 

response onto the POMs are uncorrelated. ICA achieves higher order decorrelation of 

the projected signals by applying further transformation of the resulting uncorrelated POD 

signals.

The technique of ICA, with a different nomenclature, was introduced in the early 1980s 

by Herault, Jutten, and Ans [62, 63, 64]. All through the 1980s, ICA was mostly known 

among researchers in the field of neural networks. In the field of higher order spectral analy

sis, ICA was introduced by Cardoso [65] and Comon [66], In the field of signal processing, 

there had been ICA-related approaches to blind deconvolution [67, 68]. The mathemati

cal framework of multichannel blind deconvolution bears similarity with ICA techniques. 

ICA gained wider attention and growing interest after Bell and Sejnowski published their 

approach based on the infomax principle [69, 70]. This algorithm was further refined by 

Amari [71], and its fundamental connections to maximum likelihood estimation was es
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tablished. Hyvarinen and Oja presented the fixed-point or FastICA algorithm [72, 73, 74] 

contributing to the application of ICA to large-scale problems due to its computational 

efficiency.

ICA has not been as widely applied as POD in terms of model reduction of dynamical 

systems, specially in the field of structural dynamics. However, ICA is widely used as a 

reduction tool in brain imaging [75], econometrics [76], and image feature extraction [77]. 

In the context of structural vibration, ICA has been used in system fault detection [78, 79].
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Chapter 3

Mathematical Preliminaries

This chapter introduces some general mathematical concepts to be used in the subsequent 

chapters. Firstly, the essential concepts from gradient-based optimization theory needed 

to explain the ICA algorithms are presented. Statistical Estimation theory, involving the 

mean and covariance of random processes, is discussed next. Lastly, a brief introduction to 

certain identities of Kronecker Algebra from which the foundation of the newly proposed 

system identification method is provided.

3.1 Vector and Matrix Gradients

In some ICA methods, the gradient of the determinant of a matrix must be computed. This 

section will introduce the concept of vector and matrix gradients.

3.1.1 Vector Gradient

Consider a scalar valued function /  of N  variables

13
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f  = f  ( xL, . . . , x N) = f  (x) (3.1)

where x =  ( x i , . . . ,  x N)r . Assuming /  to be differentiable with respect to all N  variables 

, the vector gradient of /  with respect to x is given by

d f
dx

0 x \

(3.2)

3.1.2 Matrix Gradient

Consider a scalar valued function /  of a square matrix W of order N

f  = f  (uhi , • • •, Wij, . . . ,  wNN) = f  (W) (3.3)

Assuming f  to be differentiable with respect to all N 2 variables the matrix gradient

j ^ r  of /  with respect to W is given by

K
d\V

d w n

d f
\  d w N i

Gradient of the Determinant of Matrices

d f
d w u ,

d f

(3.4)

dwNN J

The determinant of a matrix is a scalar valued function. The ICA method requires the 

computation of the gradient of this function with respect to the matrix itself.
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Starting with the matrix algebra identity for the inverse of a matrix[80]

W 1 =
1

det (W)
adj (W) (3.5)

where adj (W) and det (W) represent the adjoint and determinant of matrix W, respec

tively.

The adjoint is given by

/

adj (W) =

W n w ,
\

TV1

W in TV TV

(3.6)

where the scalars are the cofactors of the matrix W. The cofactors W rj are determined 

by first obtaining the (N  — 1) x (N  — 1) submatrix of W that remains after removing the 

/th row and jth  column from matrix W, then computing the determinant of that submatrix 

and finally multiplying by ( — \ ) l+3.

Furthermore, the determinant of matrix W  can also be expressed in terms of the matrix 

cofactors as
TV

det (W) =  w ^ W i j  (3.7)
3 =  1

invariant of the choice of row i. Note that a for a given row i and column j  is indepen

dent of the element w^, thus the determinant of W is a linear function of these elements. 

Taking the partial derivative of the determinant (3.7) with respect to these elements, we 

obtain
<9det (W)

dwij
= W i j (3.8)
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According to the definition (3.4), (3.8) becomes

(  W n
ddet (W)

aw

which when compared to (3.6) yields

W I N

V W;N1 w,N N

(3-9)

adet(W )
aw adj W (3.10)

Applying the transpose operator to (3.5) yields

W T \ - 1

det (W T) 
1

adj (W7

det (W)
adj (W7’) . (3.11)

Finally, applying identity (3.11) to (3.10) yields the gradient of the determinant of matrix 

W with respect to itself:

a
aw det (W) =  (W T) 1 det (W ). (3.12)

Furthermore, the gradient of the natural logarithm of the absolute value of the determi

nant is

a  i  a id e t (w ) |
In (| det. (W)|) =aw jdet (W)| aw

(w '0 ' 1. (3.13)

Interestingly, the gradient of some basic scalar functions of matrices can be computed 

analytically using matrix differential calculus, as apparent from identities (3.12) and (3.13)
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3.2 Parameter Estimation
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POD and ICA are based on the theory of statistics. Some parameter estimation techniques 

involving random variables or signals are necessary for such methods. An important issue 

is how to estimate the parameters from a given finite set of measurements of the random 

quantities. Least-square estimation, maximum likelihood estimation, and weiner filtering 

are such estimation techniques [81]. The choice of a suitable estimation method depends 

on the quantified data model at hand.

Let A  be a random variable quantified by a set of parameters 0 whose estimate is needed. 

Assume there are T  measurements of X  denoted by x  (1), . . . ,  x (T). 6 denotes the esti

mate of 6. In that sense, we have

0 = f ( x { l ) , . . . , x ( T ) )  (3.14)

The functional form of the estimator f  depends on the choice of estimation method. To 

that effect, one must first select a suitable model that describes the data properly in the 

statistical sense. If the model of the data is unknown, one can make certain assumptions of 

the model and proceed. The first question one needs to answer is whether the parameters 

to be estimated are themselves random or deterministic.

In the context of POD, one needs to estimate first and second order statistical moments, 

namely the mean and variance/covariance of a given set of random variables. To estimate 

the statistical moments, the maximum likelihood method is widely used.
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3.2.1 MLE

The maximum likelihood estimator is the value of 0  that makes the observations x  (1), 

x  (2), . . . ,  x  (T) most likely [82], The likelihood function £  (6) is defined as

£ ( 0 ) = p ( x ( l ) , . . . , x ( T )  \0)  (3.15)

In the case that the observations x  (1), . . . ,  x  (T ) are independent of each other, the 

likelihood function simplifies to (3.16).

T
£ { 0 )  = n p ( x ( i )  \ 0)  (3.16)

i= 1

As most probability density functions possess some exponential trend, it is more con

venient to deal with the logarithm of the likelihood function, or log likelihood function, 

ln £  (0). The values of 0, that maximize the log likelihood function are the same values 

that maximize the likelihood function. Thus the maximum likelihood estimate 0 is found 

from the solution to the log likelihood equation (3.17).

=  0 (3.17)
0=0

If the likelihood equation (3.17) has multiple solutions, i.e. several extrema exist for the 

log likelihood function (3.15), the value of 0 that corresponds to the absolute maximum 

is chosen. Note that in (3.17) the log likelihood function is differentiated with respect to 

a vector containing the parameters to be estimated. Furthermore, the resulting system of 

equations to be solved might be nonlinear, depending on the probability distribution of the 

variable. In that case, nonlinear optimization can be applied to solve for the estimates.

The maximum likelihood estimator has several asymptotic optimality properties. Most
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importantly, the maximum likelihood estimator achieves minimum variance, given by the 

Cramer-Rao lower bound, in the limit when sample size tends to infinity[83].

Univariate Normal Distribution Parameter Estimation

Assuming T  independent observations x (1), . . . ,  x (T) of a gaussian random variable are 

made. The probability density function is

1
p (x) =  --------- —- exp

(27TCT2)

The liklihood function (3.16) is thus equal to

(3.18)

i= 1

=  (27TCT2) 7 ^2 e x p 1 “  f t 22a2 i=i

The log likelihood function is

T

ln £  (At, a 2) = ~  In (2ttcj2) -  ^  ^  [x (2) -  p f  .
i= 1

(3.19)

(3.20)

The first likelihood equation is obtained by differentiating the log likelihood function

(3.20) with respect to p

d_
dp

In £  (/i, cr2) =  (*) -  f t
i=1

(3 .21 )
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which, when solved, leads to the maximum likelihood estimate Ji of the mean

w  ■ <3-22)
i=i

The second likelihood equation is obtained by differentiating the log likelihood function

(3.20) with respect to a 2, the estimate of the variance

d a 2

T

2d2 2a4
7 = 1

=  0 (3.23)

which, when solved, leads to the maximum likelihood estimate a 2 of the variance

T

T
1

=  <3-24>
i=1

Equations (3.22) and (3.24) are the maximum likelihood estimators for the mean and 

variance of a gaussian random variable of which T  observations are available.

Multivariate Normal Distribution Parameter Estimation

Generalizing the above derivation to a gaussian random vector, the maximum likelihood 

estimate for its covariance matrix can be obtained. Let us assume that T  independent 

observations x (1), . . . ,  x (T) of a gaussian random vector x of dimension n  are available. 

The probability density function is

i ( x - ( x ) T E 1 ( x  — / j .) (3.25)

where S  denotes the covariance matrix and /i the mean vector. 

The liklihood function (3.16) is thus equal to
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£ ( / x , £ )

n
i= 1

(27r)Tn/2 (det (S ))T/2 

The log likelihood function is

exp Z  (xW - ̂ )Ts 1 (x w “
j=i

. (3.26)

TV? T
In £ ( / i , £ )  =  — — In ( 2t t ) -  - l n |d e t ( E ) |

1 T

(3.27)
1 = 1

The first likelihood equation is obtained by determining the vector gradient (3.2) of the 

log likelihood function (3.27) with respect to the vector /i:

d_
d/j,

ln £  (/a, X)
H = fi , s = x

1 = 1 1 = 1

T

?'=1

7’

i=l

? ;= i

7"

i=i

+ Z  ^  1 (x (2) “
t=i

T

i=l
=  0n x l (3 .28 )
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where Onxl denotes the column vector of order n  whose elements are zero. The third line 

of (3.28) is obtained by making the assumption that the estimated covariance matrix and 

its inverse are symmetric. That is a reasonable assumption to make as the definition of the 

covariance matrix implies symmetry. Assuming that S  is not zero, the solution of (3.28) 

leads to the maximum likelihood estimate /i of the mean

1 T
jl = -  Y  x (*) • (3.29)

i = l

The second likelihood equation is obtained by determining the matrix gradient (3.4) of 

the log likelihood function (3.27) with respect to the matrix X. Note that the last term of 

the log likelihood function (3.27) can be cast in another form as

1 TY  (x w - ̂  s 1 (x w - v)
i=i

Y t r  ( (x (*)_  v ) T s_ 1  (x w  -  m)
i=i 

i T
“  2  E  tr (jx ̂  ~  ^  (x ̂  ~~ :E” 1

i=i

-\tx\Y  (x(*)~^ (x _ s”1
,i=i

= _ t̂r _ (x(̂ ) ~ m)t) s_1) (3‘30) 
The above expansion applies the identity that the trace of a scalar is the scalar itself and

that tr  (AB) =  tr  (BA) (see Section 3.3.3). Applying (3.30) to the log likelihood function

(3.27), we have

T N  T
l n £ ( / i ,  X) = ----— In (27t) — — In |det (£ ) |

~~ ^ tr  (  ( S  (x ^  “  V) (x (?:) -  5 T 1)  . (3.31)
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The second likelihood function is thus

_d_ 
dX

l n C( p ,  X) _
H=fi , X=X

i=  1

~ X  1 T i n -  ^ 2  (X (?:) -  / x ) J (x (i) -  A») s
1 = 1

(3.32)

where 0nx n denotes the matrix of order n x n  whose elements are zero, and In denotes the 

identity matrix of order n. The first term in the first line of (3.32) is obtained by applying 

Identity (3.13) for the gradient of the natural logarithm of the determinant of a matrix. The

derivation of the second term can be found in [28], Assuming that X is not zero, the 

solution of (3.32) leads to the maximum likelihood estimate, X, of the covariance matrix

Equations (3.29) and (3.33) are the maximum likelihood estimators for the mean vector 

and covariance matrix of a random vector that follows a multivariate normal distribution, 

respectively.

3.3 Kronecker Algebra

This section introduces the concepts of the Kronecker matrix product and its properties. 

We closely follow the book by Graham [84],

- i

(3.33)
i=i
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3.3.1 Unit Vectors and Elementary Matrices

The unit vectors of order n  are defined as

ei =

The identity vector e of order n  is defined as
/  \

e =

From (3.34) and (3.35), we obtain the relation

n

E
i=1

' / > / '
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 > , e2 =  < 0 >, . . . ,  en < 0

0 > 0 1

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

The elementary matrix E^ is defined as the matrix of order rn x n  which has a unity in 

the (i, j) th  position with all other elements being zero, i.e.

E ij —
1 if i = j

0 otherwise
(3.37)

The relation between e,;, e, and E ,7 is as follows

E vj =  e:e[. (3.38)
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where e j  denotes the transposed vector (that is, the row vector) of er

The Kronecker delta 5i3 is defined as

4 , < . (3.39)

It can also be expressed as

Si:j = ef ej  = efei. (3.40)

We can now determine some relations betwen unit vectors and elementary matrices. 

Using (3.38) we have

=  Sjrei (3.41)

and

e^Eij =  e ^ e j

= 6rr.e-. (3-42)

Also,

E E  =  e eTe er

= A re.e''

=  SjrE is. (3.43)

In particular if r = j ,  we have

EyEjA. — 4 ;E,..

Eis, (3.44)
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and more generally

E jjE jSE sm EisEsm

Ef

Notice that from (3.43) that

3.3.2 Decompositions of a Matrix

We consider a matrix A of order rn x n  have the following form

A =

a n  ai2 ai.r

a 2 1 a2 2 • • • «-2n

ami 2 . . . arnn

We denote the n  columns of A by A.i, A.2, . . . ,  A.n, so that

A .j = <

dij

a2 j

amj

and the m  rows of A by A :., A2., . . . ,  Am., so that

A; =

/  \
&il

a-i2
> (i = 1 , 2 , ,  m )
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Both the \ . j  and A,:. are column vectors. In this notation we can write A as

A =  [A.!, A.2, . . . ,  A.„] , (3.50)

or as

A = [ A 1„ A 2. , . . . , A „ , ] t . (3.51)

The elements, the columns and the rows of A can be expressed in terms of the unit 

vectors as follows:

A.j =  Ae, (3.52)

and

Aj. = e j  A.  (3.53)

So that

A., =  (ef A)

=  A V  (3.54)

The (i, j) th  element of A can now be rewritten as

an =  e/'A e;

=  e jA ' e , .  (3.55)

We can express A as the sum

A =  ^ 2  X ]  a^'E7 (3.56)
i 'J

where the E^  are of the same order as A so that

A =  E E a* M ' (3-57)
i j
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From (3.52) and (3.57), we have

A .j — A ej

'y i 'y ] aikei^k j ej
\  i k  J

y y y ^ a ^  (et ed
i k

EE
i  k

X X e-  (3-58)

Similarly

A (3-59)

so that

A J. = y 2 a i3ej.  (3.60)
j

It follows from (3.57), (3.58), and (3.60) that

A ^ A . ; e '  (3.61)
i

and

A X c A '- (3.62)
i

There exist interesting relations involving the elementary matrices operating on the ma

trix A. For example, using (3.51) and (3.53), we have

EjjA =  e,e A

ejA j. (3.63)
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Similarly, using (3.52), we have

AE ij =  Ae^eJ

so that

and by (3.63) and (3.64) we have

AE^B =  Ae,e - B

Furthermore, by (3.38) and (3.55) we have

EyAE„ =  e,e[A ere f

e7;ajre f

In particular,

29

=  A ,eJ  (3.64)

A %  =  A yeJ, (3.65)

A .iBj. (3.66)

ajrE is. (3.67)

EJ:,AErr =  a^E jf. (3.68)

3.3.3 The Trace Function

The trace of a square matrix A of order n  x n is the sum of the diagonal terms:

t r (A)  =  ^ ^ a ?:i. (3.69)
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Applying Identity (3.55), we have

tr  (A) =  ^ 2  ef -Ae*- (3.70)
i

From (3.52) and (3.70), we find

t r (A)  =  J ] e / 'A ,  (3.71)
i

and from (3.53) and (3.70) we have

tr  (A) =  A^e*. (3.72)
i

We can obtain similar expression for the trace of a product AB of matrices A and B. 

Starting with (3.61) and (3.65), we have

. e rA =
j

= Y , A E < 3 - 7 3 )

j

and thus

AB =  ]T  AK B
j

=  <3 -7 4 >
j

From (3.70) and (3.74) we have

tr (AB) =  ^ e / A B e ,  (3.75)
i

=  (A e^) (eJ B ) e-
i  3

i  3

= y ^ y " a , , b , :. (3.76)
* 3
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Similarly,

tr  (BA) =  y  e f  BAc

= S ê ( Bej)(eJA)e;

= Z E ( ê ) ( eJAe
i  3

= E E 1'
i  3

From (3.76) and (3.77) we find that

tr  (AB) =  tr  ( BA) . 

From (3.52), (3.53), and (3.75) we have

tr  (AB) =  £ A j B , .
i

Also, from (3.78) and (3.79) we have

tr  (AB) =  ^ B ^ A , .
i

Similarly,

tr (ABT) =
i

and since tr  (ABt ) =  tr  ( A1 B ),

tr  (ABt ) =  V  \  B
i

Two important properties of the trace are

tr  (A +  B) =  tr (A) +  tr  (B)

(3.77)

(3.78)

(3.79)

(3.80)

(3.81)

(3.82)

(3.83)
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tr  (qA) =  atv (A)
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(3.84)

where a  is a scalar.

This shows the linearity property of the trace function.

3.3.4 The Vec Operator

We shall make use of a vector valued function denoted by vec (A) of a matrix A defined by 

Neudecker [85],

If A is of order m  x n,  then

r A.x

A-2
vec (A) = (3.85)

From the definition (3.85) it is clear that vec (A) is a vector of order mn.

3.3.5 The Kronecker Product

Consider a matrix A =  [a^] of order m  x n  and a matrix B =  [b,j\ of order r x  s. The 

Kronecker product of the two matrices, denoted by A ® B is defined as the partitioned 

matrix

OllB <112® ' ' ' Gfin®

a 21B a22B • ■ • a2„B
A & B (3.86)
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The product A C3> B is seen to be a matrix of order m r  x ns. It has rn/n submatrices, the 

(i, j )th block is the matrix a t:/B of order r x  s.

Notice that the Kronecker product is defined irrespective of the dimension of the matri

ces involved. From this point of view it is a more general concept than the regular matrix 

multiplication.

3.3.6 Properties and Rules of Kronecker Products

The Kronecker product has the usual properties of a product:

I If a  is a scalar, then

A <g> (aB) =  a  (A tg> B ) . (3.87)

Proof

The result follows from

(i, j ) th  block of A eg) (aB) =  [â - (t*B)]

a[( i , j )  th  block of A C5 B]

II The product is distributive with respect to addition, that is

(a)

(A +  B)<g>C =  A ® C  +  B ® C (3.88)

(b)

A ® ( B  +  C) =  A ® B  +  A ® C (3.89)
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Proof

We will consider the proof of Item Ha only. The (/. y)th block of (A +  B) ® C is

(^ i 'j 3" b rj ) C.

The (i, j )  th block o f A ® C  +  B(g)Cis

Q>ijC +  bijC =  (cij.j +  bjj) C.

Since the two blocks are equal for every (/, j ) ,  the result follows.

III The product is associative:

A ® (B (8> C) =  (A ® B) ® C. (3.90)

IV There exists a zero element 0mn and an identity element I mn such that

0m n  0nl ® O n

J-mn I'/'n V In (3.91)

The identity matrices are all square, for example Im is the identity matrix of order

m  x m.

V

( A ® B ) t =  At ® B t . (3.92)

Proof

The (i, j) th  block of (A &> B)T is

a3iBT.
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VI The mixed product rule:

(A 0  B) (C ® D) =  AC ® BD (3.93)

provided that the dimensions of the matrices are such that the various expressions 

exist.

Proof

The ( i ,  y)th block of the left hand side is obtained by taking the product of the /th row 

block of (A 0  B) and the yth column block of (C 0  D), this is of the following form

a.,,B a.;oB ■ ■ ■ u;„B

cijD

c2j D

c nj D

^  '  arrcrjBD.

The (i, j )th block of the right hand side is (by definition of the Kronecker product)

gijBD

where is the (/, y)th element of the matrix AC. But by the rule of matrix multipli

cations

'/./ =  a" crr
r

Since the (i, j )th blocks are equal, the result follows.

VII Given a matrix A of order m  x m  and a matrix B of order n  x n and subject to the 

existence of the various inverses,

(A ® B)-1 =  A -1 0  B-1 . (3.94)
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Proof

Using (3.93), we have

(A ® B) (A-1 (g) B-1) =  AA_1 (g) BB 1

Im ® In

Imn ■

The result follows.

VIII

vec (AYB) =  (Bt ® A) vec (Y) (3.95)

Proof

We prove (3.95) for A, Y, and B each of order n x n. The result is true for any A of 

order rn x n, Y of order n x r, and B of order r  x s. Using (3.74), we have

AYB =  £ ( A Y e , ) ( e j B ) .
j

From (3.52), we have

(AYB).* =  AYBefc

=  5 2  (AYe,) (ejB )
j

= E ( AYe^) ( eJ Be0 -
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From (3.55), we have

(AYB)., =  £  (AYe*) (ejBe*)
j

= 5EAYê
j

=  E ^ < AYei)-

From (3.52), we have

(AYB) E M A Y e , )
J

53 bjk A A i
j

E  ^ * A ) Y-̂

Y.!

Y.2

=  [B^ <g> A] vec (Y)

vec (Y)

since the transpose of the kth column of B is the A th row of B ; the result follows.

IX If {A,} and {x ,} are the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of matrix A 

and {/ij} and {y^} are the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of matrix 

B, then A ® B has eigenvalues {A,//,} and corresponding eigenvectors {x, A y, }.

Proof
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By (3.93), we have

(A ® B) (xj ® y5.) =  (Ax,) ® (By,-)

=  : A.x,) ® (//,y/)

=  A,//., (xi ® y,-) .

The result follows.

X Given the two matrices A and B or order n  x n and m  x m  respectively, we have

det (A (g> B) =  (det (A))m (det (B))re (3.96)

Proof

Assuming that {Ai}"=1 and {nj}™=1 are the eigenvalues of A and B respectively. The

proof relies on the fact that the determinant of a matrix is equal to the product of its

eigenvalues [86]. Hence, from IX, we have

det (A ® B) =  jQ  AiHj
=r .7=1
/  rn  \  /  rn

J [ A2/ij 
o=i /  \ j =i /
* m \  (  m
> II ! (>: II

I I A"W
0 = 1

o=i j=i
vrllft

no n
riA0 n*

0=1 /  \ j=l
(det (A))m (det (B))n .
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XI If /  is an analytic function, A is a matrix of order n  x n  and /  (A) exists, then

./ (Im 8 A )  =  Im <g> /  (A) (3.97)

and

/  (A <g> Im) =  /  (A) 0  Im (3.98)

Proof

Since /  is an analytic function it can be expressed as a power series such as

/  (z) = <2q +  a\Z +  a^z2 +  • • ■

so that

/  (A) =  a0In +  a lA +  U2A2 +  • • •

=  A k,
k

where A0 =  In.

By the Cayley Hamilton theorem (see [86]), the right hand side of the equation for 

/  (A) is the sum of at most n  +  1 matrices.

By (3.87), (3.89), and (3.93), we now have

/  (I.m ® A) =  ^ 2  ak ® A)*
k

=  I m ® A fc)
k

=  ^ 2  (Im C> akA k)
k

Im C ^  ( n .̂A
k

= Im ® /  ( A ) .
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We can also write

/  (A 0  Im) =  ^  ak (A 0  l m)k
k

=  y y  a fc (Afc ® 1
k

= ^ ( a t A"®Ir
k

yy a.*: a* j 0 im
v k /

=  /  (A) 0 Im.

XII We have

tr (A 0  B) =  tr  (A) tr  ( B) .

Proof Assuming that A is of order n  x n, we have

tr (A 0  B) =  tr  (<ZnB) +  tr  (a22B) H------- h tr  (an„B)

=  a n tr  (B) +  a22tr  (B) H-------h anntr  (B)

=  tr (A) tr  ( B) .

3.3.7 The Permutation Matrix Associating vec (X) and vec (XT) 

If X is a matrix of order m  x n, using (3.56) we have

x = yy yy ̂ e .y
* j

where is the elementary matrix of order m  x n. It follows that

x 'J '  =  £ 5 > i E «

4 0

(3.99)
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so that

vec■ (x / ) Y , Y . - r" yvr (E i ) -
* 3

We can write (3.100) as

vec XT) = vec (ETO v ec (E l1) vec (EL)

that is

vec: (XT) =  vec (E 'fJ vec (E ^ ) vec (EL)

f \
Xn

X21
>

vec (X)

So the permutation matrix associating vecX  and vec (XT) is

U = v e c (E ^ ) v e c (E ^ )  ••• vec (E L )

(3.100)

(3.101)

The transformation matrix U goes by multiple names, such as the vec-permutation ma

trix [87], the commutation matrix [85], or the tensor commutator [88]. This transformation 

matrix will be shown to be used to enforce symmetry condition upon the identified system 

matrices.
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Chapter 4

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

In many applications, the POD method is used to analyze experimental data with the aim 

to extract dominant features and trends, known as coherent structures. In this investiga

tion, POD will provide a suitable set of basis functions by identifying a low-dimensional 

subspace in which the solution lies. The system of governing equations of a dynamical 

system is then projected onto this subspace to arrive at a low-dimensional model of the 

system. In the following sections, the theoretical framework of POD is presented and some 

extensions relevant to the present context of constructing low-dimensional models are then 

discussed. POD is an important tool in this context, since it generates an optimal sequence 

of finite-dimensional subspaces where the dominant dynamics of the system lie.

It is essential to note that POD is based on the premise that a given spatio-temporal 

process can be represented by a linear combination of POMs as basis functions. The as

sumption of linearity leads to the attractiveness as well as limitations of the POD method. 

Applying linear operator theory, a proof of the properties of the approximated system re

sponse via POD can be easily obtained. However, in proving optimality, for example, it is

42
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important to keep in mind that optimality is implied only with respect to other linear rep

resentations of the output process. A linear representation herein relates to approximating 

the system output with a sum of basis functions scaled by appropriate coefficients. A well- 

known linear representation is the Fourier series. POD is an output-based representation 

of the system response. The output used to generate the POMs may emerge from either a 

linear or non-linear system. However, the POD method is equally applicable irrespective 

of the system linearity or nonlinearity.

The chapter will begin by introducing the POD in the framework of scalar fields. The 

subsequent section characterizes the properties of representations using POD basis func

tions, namely its reconstructive and optimality properties. The discrete formulation of POD 

is then presented. We also discuss the methodology used in determining the size of the op

timal subspace necessary for POD. The chapter concludes with the specific example of 

obtaining a POD reduced-order linear dynamic model from a high-dimensional model.

4.1 Introduction

In this section, we present a brief theoretical framework of POD. Assuming an experiment 

provides an ensemble {ut}J=1 of real-valued spatio-temporal scalar fields, each a function 

ut = u t (x) of a geometrical variable x  defined on the domain [0,1]. The aim of POD is 

to obtain an optimal representation of members of u t, by a suitable set of basis functions 

tpj. The subsequent remaining task is to determine the magnitude of the projections of 

u t on each of these basis functions p:j. We therefore assume that the u t belong to an inner 

product space: the linear, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space L 2 ([(), 1]), of square integrable
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functions with inner product defined as

(ut , p j ) = / ut (x) ipj (x) dx (4.1)
Jo

The objective now is to determine the basis { p j } ^  j for L2 that is optimal for the set of 

data obtained. In other words, the finite-dimensional representation

rn

u t (x) =  ^ 2  aJ (*) v 3 (x ) t = l , . . . , T  (4.2)
j = i

captures most of the energy of a characteristic member of the ensemble better than repre

sentations of the same dimension m  using any other basis. The concept of a ’’characteristic” 

member implies the use of an averaging operator, which is denoted by (•). The averaging 

operator is assumed to commute with the integral (4.1) of the L 2 inner product. In the 

next section, averaging is discussed in more detail. It is sufficient for now to consider the 

averaging operation as a time average over the ensemble with members ut (x ) =  a t) 

obtained from consecutive measurements during a single experimental run.

Optimality is achieved by choosing Lp so as to maximise the normalized ensemble aver

age of the projection of u onto p  given by

1K^)I
<peL2([o.i]) | | ^ |

max -—-—^ ' (4-3)

where |-| represents the modulus and ||-|| the L2-norm given by

= (p.lp ) 1/2. (4.4)

As is stated, the solution of (4.3) would result in the best approximation to the ensemble 

members u t by a single basis function p.  The optimization problem (4.3) actually has many
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critical points, each representing a basis function. The critical points are all physically 

significant, and the set of critical points, taken together, provide the desired optimal basis.

The optimality condition (4.3) can be rewritten using the theory of the calculus of varia

tions: the objective is to maximize ( | (u, -f 'jf ) subject to the constraint 11 f  112 =  1 [89]. This

constrained variational problem has the following functional

J  [ip] = (|(u , ^ ) |2) -  A (II^H2 -  1) , (4.5)

and the extrema of this functional occurs at the point at which the functional derivative 

vanishes for all variations
r)

= 0, (4.6)- ^ J [ t p  + 8ip]
5 = 0

with the constraint (tp +  dtp) £ L2 ([0,1]) and 8 e  R.
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Applying Identity (4.5), (4.6) becomes

^ J [ p  +  Sijj] 

d
=  [(('ui v5 4“ S'ip) (u - <P 4“ Spj)) — A (<£> 4- 5'0, </? +  dr/;) +  A]

5 = 0

5 = 0

d_
~d~S

u { p  +  Sip) dx -  A
5 = 0

2  I u { p  +  h«/>) ( —  [  u ( p  +  5,ip) dx  ) dx
dS

5 = 0

A
d

5 = 0

A

j  2 ( p  +  Sip) (ip +  Sip) ) dx 

=  ( 2  j  u ( p  +  Sip) dx J  uipdx^j  

f  2  (ip +  Sip) ipdx
J o J 5=0

=  2 ( j  u p d x  J  uipdx^j — 2 A j  ipipdx 

=  2 l ( ( u, p) ( u, i p) )  -  \ ( p , i p ) \

=  0 .

5 = 0

(4.7)

The term in brackets in (4.7) may be written as

( ( u , p )  (u, i p)) -  A (p,  ip)

= (J u ( x ' ) p ( x ' ) d x  J u  (x) ip (x) d x '^  — A J p { x ) i p ( x ) d x

= (J J 11 (x) p  (x!) u  ( x )  ij) (x) dx 'dx^J — A J p  (x) iJj ( x)  d x

(u  (.t) u  ( x 1)) p  (xb) ip (x )  d x ' d x  — A / p  (x) ii) (x) d x
1 rl

0 JO

(u (x) u (x7)) p  {x') dx'  — Ap  (x) ip (x) dx

=  0, (4.8)
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where the integrals have been rearranged and brought the average inside applying the com

mutativity of (•) and f  -dx. Finally, due to ip (x ) being an arbitrary variation, the optimality 

condition (4.6) is equivalent to

Thus, the optimal basis is the set of eigenfunctions ipj of Equation (4.9) whose kernel 

is the time-averaged autocorrelation function (u (x ) u ix')) = R  (x. x').  The set of eigen

functions are thus sometimes referred to as the empirical eigenfunctions.

There is an attractive geometrical interpretation of the above representation, especially 

in the case of multi-dimensional observations ut, in which u, are //-dimensional vectors, 

instead of functions, and the autocorrelation function is substituted by the n  x n  outer 

product matrix R =  (uuT) referred to by the cross-correlation matrix. The eigenvectors 

of the resulting eigenvalue problem are then simply the fundamental axes of the cluster of 

observed data points ut in the n-dimensional vector space.

Consequently, the operator in Equation (4.9) is denoted by 7Zcp =  j  R (x. x') :pd,x. 1Z is 

a compact self-adjoint operator, and thus spectral theory [90] insures that the extremum in 

(4.3) exists and is equal to the eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the 

integral equation (4.9), which can be rewritten in operatot form as

Furthermore, Hilbert-Schmidt theory guarantees the existence of a continuous set of 

eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenfunctions, and thus the averaged autocorrelation 

function has a diagonal decomposition:

(4.9)

IZtp =  A ip. (4.10)

oo

(4 .1 1 )
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Hilbert-Schmidt theory also assures us that the eigenfunctions x, are mutually orthogonal 

in L 2. This is a stronger result than the variational argument, since we are guaranteed a 

maximum for (4.3) instead of just a critical point.

The eigenvalues can be rearranged such that A, > A7+]. Additionally, the averaged 

autocorrelation function R  ( x , =  (u (x ) u (.<;')) is non-negative definite indicating that 

the integral operator 7Z is also non-negative definite. This ensures that A? > 0 for all 

j .  As will be see in Section 4.3, nearly every member (in a probabilistic sense) of the 

ensemble used in the averaging (•) resulting in R  (x, x') can be represented by a spectral 

decomposition using the eigenfunctions as in

OO

u (x, t ) =  a,j (t ) ipj ( x ) . (4.12)
i=i

The POD relates to Equation (4.12). Also, the diagonal representation (4.11) of the 

correlation tensor implies that

(a3 (t ) ak (t)) = SjkXj, (4.13)

so that the coefficients aj (t) of the representation are uncorelated. In (4.13), Sjk denotes 

the Kronecker delta given by (refer to Section 3.3.1)

{ 1 if % = j
(4.14)

0 if j

If u (x ) is a system response (displacement or velocity), then the eigenvalues Aj rep

resent twice the average contributed by each mode ipj. Thus, by choosing the subspace 

spanned by the modes {if  j } j l=i corresponding to the n-largest eigenvalues, the representa

tion (4.2) contains the most energetic disturbances in the field, as claimed at the start. The 

A j are called empirical eigenvalues.
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So far, only functions defined on a bounded interval were considered. This is applicable 

in the context of structural dynamics. The unbounded case, more natural in the contex of 

fluid flows for example, can be dealt with provided that inner product, now an infinite inte

gral, is well defined, and that the space of functions to be decomposed still has a countable 

basis. In dealing with unbounded domains in practice, either a finite subdomain is selected 

and Sommerfield boundary conditions are applied at far field [91], or POD is restricted to 

functions rapidly decaying to zero outside a finite domain.

The derivation of the integral equation (4.9) also generalizes to functions of more than 

one spatial variable and to vector-valued fields such as the three-dimensional velocity fields 

u (x, t) of turbulence, simply by using the appropriate Hilbert spaces and inner prod

ucts [53], For vector-valued functions, R ( x , x ' )  is replaced by an autocorrelation tensor 

R (x, x') =  (u (x) ® u (x)) and the eigenfunctions are vector valued.

The non-negative definiteness of R  (x, x') suggest that the empirical eigenvalues A; are 

non-negative themselves, but in general some eigenvalues might be zero. To produce a 

complete basis for L 2, we must include all those ’’additional” eigenfunctions tpj with zero 

eigenvalues, although, in view of (4.13), they carry no information on the original data. It 

is therefore not necessary to examine those eigenfunctions with zero eigenvalues.

4.2 On Domains and Averaging

In the introduction, the focus was on field functions of a single spatial variable x. In the 

case of 3-dimensional structural dynamics, the fields depend on four variables, three spatial 

and one temporal. There is no reason to distinguish between space and time variables as the
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multi-dimensional theory does not enforce such a distinction: for experiments performed 

in the one-dimensional spatial domain 0 <  x  < 1 over times of duration T, one simply 

measures correlations with time lags as well as spatial separations limited in the space of 

L 2 ([0,1] x [0, T]). Thus the inner, in this case, is a double integral over x  and t. However, 

in the context of the intended use of POD to derive low dimensional models, only spatial 

basis functions are sought. The time-dependent modal coefficients a3 (t) appear in POD 

representations as

Their multi-dimensional analogues, will be determined subsequently via projection of 

the governing equations.

The nature of the physical problem dictates whether one should treat the data as station

ary or non-stationary in time. If one seeks purely spatial representations of a space-time 

field u  (x , t) in a statistically stationary problem, the correlation functions between pairs of 

points in the physical space must be measured with no time difference. Assuming ergodic- 

ity, time is used to increase the ensemble size by including measurements taken at appro

priately separated time slices during a single experimental run, in which case the ensemble 

members may be defined as u (:/■. / /r). In that case, (•) effectively becomes a time average. 

In the non-stationary case, one could still derive a purely spatial representation from the 

zero time lag correlation averaged over ensembles taken from different experiments. In the 

proposed methodology, stationarity in time is assumed.

In the case of structural dynamics applications involving a finite domain in physical 

space with prescribed Neumann and/or Dirichlet boundary conditions, examination of the 

mathematical details associated with the averaging operator is usually unnecessary. How

(4.15)
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ever, it is important to note that, when dealing with an infinite domain, difficulties may 

arise. The appropriate function space for time-stationary problems is L 2 (Q ) where Q 

is the (three-dimensional) spatial domain of the experiment, analogous to the interval 

[0,1] in Section 4.1. The appropriate function space for time-dependent problems, is 

L 2oc (Q x [0, oo)), where the subscript loc implies that the L2-norm is finite on finite closed 

intervals in time. For certain problems, a finite L2-norm is a reasonable assumption since 

it corresponds to finite energy.

4.3 Properties of POD

The following subsections describe properties that will be particularly important in our use 

of the POD to derive low-dimensional models. We first characterize the classes of functions 

that can be represented by empirical bases and then explain precisely how such representa

tions preserve properties of the observations from which they are derived and how they are 

optimal. We then show how the rate of decay of the empirical eigenvalues determines geo

metrical properties of the attractor and how theoretical results on the regularity of solutions 

of the governing evolution equations are related to this.

4.3.1 Span of the Empirical Basis

The first step in understanding what can be done with representations using empirical eigen

functions is characterizing the class of functions which can be accurately represented by 

the ’’relevant” elements of the basis: those containing spatial structures having finite en

ergy on average. This is the set S  = ( E  w I E I  dj\2 < oo, A j  >  0}, or sp a n l^ jlj  =
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1 , . . . ,  oo, A, > 0 } . In this section, two functions u and v  are equal in this sense if

u — i>|2 dx = 0. (4.16)

Equation (4.16) is the mathematical definition of ’’accurately.” We shall also frequently 

use a second notion of almost every member o f an ensemble ( ■). This is denoted by ”a.e.” 

In applications this average will typically be a finite sum over a set of realizations or an 

integral over a finite-time experimental run, but the theory is developed in the ideal case of 

infinite data sets.

A standing assumption in this section is that the averaged autocorrelation R  (x,  x') is a 

continuous function. Discontinuities in R  can lead to negative values in the power spec

trum [53], the Fourier transform of R, and negative energies are unreasonable on physical 

grounds.

We first show that the empirical basis can reconstruct any function that is indistinguish

able in the sense of (4.16) from a member of the original ensemble {ut }. Let u e  L 2 (12)

be any such function and { ipj} be the orthonormal sequence of empirical eigenfunctions. 

The reconstruction of u will be a function u s (x) =  f f j  ( lL Pj )  <Pj (•'/'). belonging to S.  We 

need to show that for a.e. u  with respect to the ensemble average, we have u  =  us, that is

< | | i t - i t j 2) .  (4.17)

We have

( \ \ u ( x )  -  u „  (x)| |2) =  ((it -  U S1 U  -  U s ) )

=  ((it, u ) -  2 (u, us) +  (tts , u s)) (4.18)

Since the functions u are the members of the original ensemble, the first term of (4.18)
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is equivalent to

( (u, u) )  =  ( /  u ( x ) u ( x ) d x
n

r  (x, x) dx.
in

The second term of (4.18) is equivalent to

( - 2  ( u , us)) =  - 2 ( /  u ( x ) Vi) Vj (x )
L  J

dx

2 I  f  u ( x )  f  u (x ') tp,j (x1) dx1
\ J n  ■ Un

2  [  f  ( u { x ) u ( x ' ) ) i p j (x,)dx'
Jn • l_4n

2  J n ifj (x) dx

2  / Xjifj  (x) ip,j (x) dx

j (x) dx  

x) dx

(4.19)

-2 / R ( x , x ) d x .  
Jn

(4.20)
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Finally, the third term of (4.18) is equivalent to

( ( u s , u s ))  = Vj) Vj (x )( /  Y ]  (u ^ i )  w  (x )
\ Jn L %

( y Z i u ^ i )  / <Pi{x)tpj{x)dx
\  id Jn /

( { "-Vi)  ^  Vi )  6 .
\ i,j

^ 2 2  (u, <pj) (u, p j )

( y ' '  / u  (x ) Lfij (x) dx  / u  (x') ifj (x' ) dx'  
\  • do do

da-

(u  (a) w (x7)) Lfij (x7) dx'
o

. . (x) c/?j (x) dx
i Jn

ipj (x) dx

(4.21)

Using the continuity of R,  we can apply Mercer’s theorem for the uniform convergence 

of the series expression for R  and interchange summation and integration, obtaining

({us, u s)) = 1 ^ 2  Xi Vj  (x ) Vi  (x ) dx

R  (x, x) dx. (4.22)

Combining (4.19), (4.20), and (4.22) we obtain (4.17).

We have shown that almost every member of the original ensemble can be reconstructed 

as a linear combination of empirical eigenfunctions having strictly positive eigenvalues. 

Now we want to show the converse: that each such eigenfunction can be expressed as 

a linear combination of observations. This will imply that any property of the ensemble 

members that is preserved under linear combination is inherited by the empirical basis
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functions and hence by elements of S.  basis functions and hence by elements of S.

Let X  denote the set of functions (of full measure with respect to the averaging oper

ation) for which reconstructions satisfying (4.17) are possible, and let 9 be any function

in S.  We claim that there is a sequence {V l r- i ° f  rea' numbers and a set of functions

Uj (x) e  X  for j  = 1 , . . . ,  oo such that

It immediately follows from (4.23) that, if V  is a closed linear property of a subset of 

functions in L 2 (Q) and all the ensemble members uk share that property, then the POD 

eigenfunctions also share the property. The converse holds too. Equation (4.23) and this 

remark characterize the ’’empirical subspace” S.

with representations JT  hpi, (x ) with ip e  X .  We will show that S '-  = S  1, from which it 

follows that S' =  S, and so the equation indeed holds.

Now S 1 is exactly the set of functions 0 such that (0. pi) =  0 for every '.p., with eigen

value X, > 0. From the first result of this section we have u (x) = Y ,  biSi  (x ) where 

Aj >  0, for a.e. (almost every) u.  Thus we have (0, u) =  0 a.e. and so (6, Yhi biSi  (x )) =  0- 

This shows that S ± C S '2-.

To show S lA- C S 1 and hence, along with S ^  C S '1 already proved, conclude .S"'1 =  

S 2-, assume that (9 , u) =  f Q 9 (x ') u (x') dx'  = 0 for a.e. u.  Therefore for a.e. u we have 

u (x) f n v (xr) 9 ix') dx'  = 0, and taking the average we get

OO

(4.23)

It remains to justify Equation (4.23). Let S'  denote the set of all functions in L ‘2 (Q)

(4 .2 4 )
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which, from the eigenvalue equation (4.9), implies that (0, -ip-,) =  0 for every i such that

K > o.

The classic example of a property which passes from the data ensemble to the empirical 

basis is the satisfaction of the linear boundary conditions. This will be very useful when 

we project the system of equations describing the forced vibration of a linear system onto 

a subspace spanned by a collection of these eigenfunctions.

We now have characterization of the span of the eigenfunctions with strictly positive 

eigenvalues. This linear space S  exactly coincides with that spanned by all realizations 

ut (x ) of the original ensemble a.e. with respect to the measure induced by the averag

ing operation. For the case of having zero eigenvalues, we see that the set of empirical 

eigenfunctions { p j \ \ j  > 0} need not form a complete basis for L 2 (0). While S  may 

be infinite-dimensional, it is generally only a subset of the space L 2 (fl) in which we are 

working. It is complete only if one includes the kernel the operator 7Z , i.e. all the general

ized) eigenfunctions with zero eigenvalues, but in doing so one loses the major advantage 

of POD, for in many applications one can argue on physical grounds that the realization 

u (x. i) do not and should not span L 2 (Q). In such cases the discussion of this section 

highlights a strong property of the POD. Its use limits the space studied to the smallest 

linear subspace that is sufficient to describe the observed phenomena.
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4.3.2 Optimality

A linear decomposition of a time-dependent, statistically stationary signal u ( x ,/)  with 

respect to any orthonormal basis {(fij (:<;) , is given by

u (x, = h-j (0  Vi (x ) (4 -25^
j

If the ifj (x ) are dimensionless, then the coefficients h:j (I) carry the dimension of the 

quantity u. If u (x, t) is a response quantity (i.e. displacement or velocity) in the conext of 

a linear dynamical system, for example, and (•) is a time average, the average energy of the 

signal is given by

=  \  E  ^  w  b< m> • <4 -26>
i

and so the average energy in the ith mode is given by ~2 (b2 (t ) b; (t)).

The following is a statement of the optimality of POD. Suppose that u (x, t) in L2 (O) 

is a stationary random field and that { 9̂ ,  Aj|i = 1 , . . . ,  0 0 ; Aj > A,;_i > 0} is the set of 

orthonormal empirical eigenfunctions with their associated eigenvalues obtained from time
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averages of v. (x. / ). Let

« ( r i )  =  ^ f l ,  ( i ) ^ ( i )  (4.27)
7

be the decomposition with respect to this basis and let {(pi (x)}'*' , be any other arbitrary 

orthonormal set such that

u (x , t) =  Y  bi {t) i>i (x) (4.28)
i

then the following hold:

1. (a* (t) a.j (t)) =  8i j \ i  (i.e. the POD random coefficients are uncorrelated).

2. For every m  we have

rn  rn

7— 1 7— 1

771

>  £  (6, ( f ) M 0 > .  (4-29)
1 = 1

i.e. POD is optimal on average in the class of linear representations: the first m

POD basis functions capture more energy on average than the first m  functions of

any other basis.

The first assertion derives from the representation of R  (x, x'),  given in (4.11):

R, (x, x 1) =  (u (x, t) u (x', t))

Y  (t) (x) Y  aj (*) Pi (x')
\ i j

= Y  (ai (t) aj (t)) pi  (x)  (Pj ( x ) . (4.30)
o

But we know that from (4.11) that

R  (x, x') = Y  ^iPi  (x ) Pi ix>) '
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and so, since the ipi (x) are an orthonormal family in L 2 (f2), we see that (a-, it) a:j (t)) =

The second assertion relies on a result on linear operators. Let {ipj (.r ) } " 1 , be m  arbi

trary orthonormal vectors in L 2 (Q) that may be completed to form an orthonormal basis. 

Let Q denote projection onto span{0i, - ■ ■, We can express the kernel R  in terms of 

{'•’./ (■<’)} 1 ; as

R  (x, x') = (u (x, t) u (x', t ))

Y  h  (t) A  (x) Y  b3 (0 A  (x>)
\ i j

Y  (bi w bJ ^ ^ ̂  ■
ho

We can then write R  in operator matrix notation as

(&i(i) h i t ) )  (bih (t) (t)) (6 i ( i ) 6 3 (i))

(b2 ( t )bi ( t ) )  (b2b2 (t)(t))  (b2 {t)b3 (t))

<6 3 (t) 61 (i)) (b3b2 (t)(t))  (b3 (t)b3 (t))

and the product R o Q  yields

(bi (t ) bi (t)) (6 1 6 2  ( 0  (t))

(h ( t ) b i ( t )) (b2b2 (t)(t))

(bm (t)bi( t ))  (bmb2 (t)(t))  

0 0

(6 1  (t) bm (t)) 0

(b2 (t) bm (t)) 0

(bm (t) bm (t)) 0

0 0

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)
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The proof is now completed by appeal to Remark 1.3 in Section V.1.2 of Temam [92], 

which states that the sum of the first m eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator is greater than 

or equal to the sum of the diagonal terms in any m-dimensional projection of it:

m
y .  A* >  tr  (R o Q)
i=1

rn

= y  (bi (t ) bi ( t ) ) . (4.34)
i=i

This characterization is the supports the claim that POD is optimal for reconstructing a 

signal u (x, t). It implies that, from the set of all linear decompositions, POD is the most 

efficient so that for a certain number of modes, m,  the projection on the subspace spanned 

by the dominant rn POMs contains the greatest energy of the original signal. Moreover, the 

time series of the coefficients a; (t ) are uncorrelated.

4.4 POD Discrete Formulation

Suppose that T  linear snapshots u of dimension n  are obtained at n  locations (e.g., by use of 

piezoelectric accelerometers) of a system’s response function u (x, t ). The response vector 

u (t) due to this forcing is normally stored in the discrete time format so that

u (ti[

u(x i , t i )  

u (x2,ti)
(4.35)

u ( x n,ti)

where tj =  i x 5t with St is the uniform time step used in the data acquisition card, i =

I , . . .  ,T ,  and T  is the number of steps used in the measurement. Thus we have taken
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snapshots of u (x, t) in both time and physical space. We can form the matrix

U  =  [ u ^ i ) , . . .  , u ( t T)]

Ui (ti) . . .  'Ui (tT)

e (4.36)

(^l) • • • n (fr)

In the continuous time domain, we obtain the correlation matrix, R uu G Rnxri, to be used 

in the proper orthogonal decomposition method, as

where (•) is the time averaging operator. In the discrete time domain, under a limited 

number of observations of u (t), the maximum likelihood estimate of R uu (refer to Sec

tion 3.2.1)is

The above matrix is symmetric and positive definite.

In the case that u (t) are snapshots of the output of a finite-dimensional MIMO (multi

input multi-output) linear system with H(u;) as the system transfer matrix excited by in

coherent band-limited (in frequency) stationary vector white noise of unit strength, the 

correlation matrix can also be expressed in the continuous frequency domain [93, 94] by

where (-)t is the is the complex conjugate transpose (Hermitian) operator, and B  is the 

frequency bandwidth of interest. In the discrete frequency domain, the correlation matrix

(4.37)

R™ =  ^ U U 'J (4.38)

(4.39)
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can be obtained using

R„
1

(4.40)
?;=i

where u)\ , o>2, . . . ,  K E B  are the discrete frequencies at which H (cu) is evaluated.

Using the spectral decomposition of R uu one obtains in matrix notation

Run =  VDVt (4.41)

where V is the matrix containing the POD eigenvectors:

V = [ Vl , . . . , Vn] (4.42)

and D is the diagonal matrix whose entries are the corresponding POD eigenvalues:

D

Ai 0 . . .  0

0 A2

0

0 0  An

(4.43)

In summation notation, we have

n

R ■uu —  /  ,
i=l

(4.44)

where the eigenvectors are arranged such that A, >  A2 >  . . .  >  An. Due to the symmetry 

and positive definiteness of Ruli, all eigenvalues are positive and the set of eigenvectors 

forms an orthonormal basis. For the POD method, as has already been shown, the first few 

modes are the most important, since they capture most of the systems energy, i.e. R,ru can 

be approximated by

Ri, £ a (4.45)
i=l
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where rn is the number of dominant POD modes. As expected, the smaller the frequency 

band at which we are focusing, the smaller the number of dominant modes. Furthermore, 

the lower the frequencies that we use for order-reduction, the smaller the number of POD 

modes required to sufficiently describe the system behavior. The method for determining 

the optimal dimension, rn, of the reduced-order system will be discussed in Section 4.5.

4.5 Determining the Number of Modes

Several methods for estimating the number of dominant POD modes have been used by 

researchers. There are several statistical and mathematical approaches to determining the 

number of modes, for example see [95]. However, the statistical and mathematical ap

proaches have shortcomings in which they only determine the number of ’’trivial” modes 

forcing researchers to employ more objective techniques. For example, one mathematical 

approach is based on obtaining the rank of the correlation matrix R„u. However, in real 

data, the rank of the correlation matrix is almost always equal to its order, thus one has to 

apply more objective methods to determine the number of ’’nontrivial” modes.

Several methods have been suggested for estimating the number of nontrivial modes. 

The methods do not develop from specific rationales of either the statistical or mathematical 

varieties. Instead, a method usually develops from the researcher’s experience with a series 

of POD analyses. The researcher happens to notice a common characteristic across these 

studies that appears to give the best number of modes and therefore suggests the use of this 

procedure in future research.

The two more important methods are based on computing the percentage of energy
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extracted (Section 4.5.1) or plotting the POD eigenvalues (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Percentage of Energy Extracted

Perhaps the oldest method that is of even limited current interest is the percentage of energy 

extracted. We have seen in Section 4.1 that each A* represents twice the average energy con

tributed by each mode ^ t. Thus by including more POD modes one increases the total 

percentage of energy captured by the reduced order POD representation. The percentage 

of total energy extracted is computed by deviding the sum of the characteristic eigenvalues 

for the modes extracted by the sum of all the eigenvalues of the original correlation matrix, 

as in
rn ,

> e (4.46)
2^i=i

assuming that POD is required to capture e of the energy of the measured displacements. 

Usually, investigators compute the cumulative percentage of energy extracted after each 

mode is removed from the correlation matrix and then stop the factoring process when 

£ =  0.85, 0.90, or 0.95 of the energy is accounted for. In general, rn is much smaller than 

n.

A predetermined number of energy to be extracted may not be set; a table of the percent

ages may be examined instead. Usually factor extraction is stopped after a large portion 

of the energy has been extracted and when the next mode would add only a very small 

percentage to the total energy extracted. The procedure is an informal analysis of the in

formation gained relative to the costs incurred. The information gained is reflected in the 

increased energy that is accounted for when an additional mode is extracted. The costs of 

that additional factor consist of increased complexity, more computational time, and greater
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difficulties in arriving at such small factors. If a new mode does not add very much to the 

information already extracted, it would not be worth extracting and interpreting.

4.5.2 Plotting Eigenvalues

In accounting for an adequate amount of the energy while minimizing the number of modes, 

the percentage of energy extracted need not be computed. Because the devisor of (4.46) 

remains the same, only the cumulative eigenvalues need to be examined to obtain the same 

information. An even simpler procedure is to look at the raw eigenvalues themselves. 

When the eigenvalues drop dramatically in size, an additional mode would add relatively 

little to the information already extracted. That can be rationalized by examining the role of 

A, in (4.11). Thus the percentage of energy method has become a ”break-in-eigenvalues” 

method.

The most detailed discussion of this procedure, along with additional theoretical ratio

nale, can be found in [96], Cattell refers to the procedure as the ’’scree” test because the 

term denotes the rubble at the bottom of a cliff. From an examination of a graph of char

acteristic eigenvalues, for example see Figure 7.3 on page 121 ,the analogy is obvious; the 

first few eigenvalues show the cliff and the rest show the rubble.

A basic rationale for the scree test is that the battery of variables is measuring a limited 

number of modes well and a larger number of trivial, specific, and error modes much less 

well. Therefore, the predominant modes account for most of the energy and are large, 

whereas the other modes are quite numerous but small. Because the principal mode solution 

extracts modes by size, the substantive modes will be extracted first and the smaller trivial 

modes will be removed later. Because the smaller modes are so numerous and are taken
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out in order of size, it would be expected that plotting them on a graph would result in a 

straight line sloping downward. The dominant modes should not fall on this line because 

some of them will be much more dominant than others and they will be stronger than the 

trivial modes.

One complication that can occur is the presence of several breaks and several straight 

lines. For example, it is often apparent that the last few eigenvalues drop off rather sharply. 

Because no one is interested in extracting almost the same number of modes as variables, 

this drop is ignored and the straight line is based upon all the roots except those in the last 

drop.

A more serious problem occurs when there are two breaks among the first half of the 

eigenvalues. It is then difficult to decide which break reflects the proper number of modes, 

and other evidence may be needed to resolve the issue.

A problem also exists when there is no obvious break. Although the scree test can still 

provide a solution by noting where the last eigenvalues no longer form a straight line, the 

exact number of factors would not be conclusive. One should be sure that such a correlation 

matrix is significant because low-amplitude eigenvalues often have no major breaks in their 

curve.

4.6 System Model Reduction using POD modes

Previously, we have described the origins of POD and examined the attractive properties it 

possesses as a reduced order representation of a set of signals. In this section, we will de

scribe how POD is applied towards achieving a reduced-order model of a system described
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by a set of linear differential equations.

Let’s examine the output vector u (t) of order n  of a multi-input multi-output system. 

Having calculated the POD eigenspace, the output vector can be approximated by a linear 

representation involving the first m  POD modes using the discrete form of (4.12) as

and a (f) is the vector containing the respective coefficients.

Thus, we can see that we can optimally approximate the system output by applying a 

transformation X upon the uncorrelated time-dependent modal coefficient vector a (t). To 

obtain the modal coefficients having calculated the eigenvector matrix X, we multiply both 

sides of (4.49) on the left by X T:

H I,

(4.47)
i = 1

In matrix form, (4.47) becomes

aL (t )

U (t) = <pm\ < > (4.48)

am (t)
V

which, can be rewritten as

u (t) = Xa ( t ) . (4.49)

where X is the matrix containing the first m  dominant POD eigenvectors:

(4.50)

XTu (t) =  X TXa (t) , (4.51)
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but we know that the POD modes are orthonormal, and thus we have S TS  =  I where I is

the identity matrix of order m.  Applying this, we obtain

S Tu(#) =  la  CO

a(0, (4.52)

and thus we can calculate the modal coefficients from the knowledge of the transformation 

matrix containing the m-most dominant POD eigenvectors. Examining (4.52) closely, we 

see that each modal coefficient (/.) is simply equal to the projection of the output vector 

u (0  onto the corresponding POD mode p, .  This result was first stated in Section 4.2.

Starting with the system of equations describing the forced vibration of a viscously 

damped linear discrete system with n degrees of freedom:

where Mn e  ]Rnxri is the mass matrix, C n E Rnxn is the damping matrix, K n E ]Rrixn is 

the stiffness matrix, un (I ) E M" is the displacement vector, and fn ('/: ) E R n is the forcing 

vector at time t. Our aim is to arrive at a POD reduced order model of the above system of 

equations.

Using the representation (4.49) for un (/), we can obtain the first derivative of u with 

respect to time as

Mniin (t) +  Cniin (t) +  K„un (t) = fn (t) (4.53)

= Sa( i ) . (4 .5 4 )
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Similarly, the second derivative of un with respect to time is

ii„ (t) = £ a  ( t ) . (4.55)

Now using (4.49), (4.54), and (4.55), Equation (4.53) becomes

M n£ a  (t) +  C „ £ a  (t) +  K n£ a  (t) = f„ ( t ) . (4.56)

Now, multiplying (4.56) on the left by the transpose of the POD transformation matrix 

£  defined in (4.50), we obtain

£ TM n£ a  (t) + £ TCn£ a  (t) +  £ TKn£ a  (t) = S Tfn (t) (t ). (4.57)

The above system of equations can be rewritten in the reduced-order dimension as

M miim (t) +  Cmum (t) + K mu m (t) = fm (t) (4.58)

where

M m =  £ TM n£  e  Rmxm (4.59)

Cm =  £ TCn£  g l mxm (4.60)

K m = £ r K n£  g Kmxm (4.61)

are the reduced order mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, and

um (t) = S Tu n (t) = a (t) (4.62)

fm (t) =  (4.63)

are the reduced order displacement vector (equivalent to the POD modal coefficients) and 

reduced order forcing vector, respectively.
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Transforming Equation (4.58) into the frequency domain, one has

[—w2M r„ +  icuCm +  K m] Um (w) =  Fm (cj) (4.64)

where U.m (u) E Cm and Fm (a;) E C m are the Fourier transforms of u m (t) and fm (t), 

respectively.

Equation (4.58) is the reduced order model to be used for system identification. Thus, 

our objective is to identify the reduced order system matrices M m, Cm, and Km. Recall 

that Um (w) and Fm (cu) are known from the original measurements.

Our proposed system matrix identification technique (see Chapter 6) can estimate, in 

theory, the system matrices of both the full-order system (4.53) as well as the matrices 

of the reduced-order system (4.58). In practice however, the order of a complex system 

can reach the tens of thousands, even hundreds of thousands for practical cases, if not 

more, depending on the problem at hand. However, having an optimal POD reduced-order 

model at hand to estimate, we are now trying to estimate matrices of orders in the tens or 

hundreds, allowing us to feasibly apply the proposed system identification method. The 

advantage in having a reduced order equation (4.58) is that the number of unknowns are 

now greatly reduced compared to the original system; each reduced-order system matrix 

has in the order of m 2 unknowns, a much smaller number than the number of unknowns in 

the full-order system matrices, in the order of n 2 unknowns.
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Chapter 5

Independent Component Analysis

The aim of POD, as is described in Chapter 4, is to represent a spatio-temporal signal by 

optimal basis functions consisting of POMs. The basic advantage of POD stems from the 

fact that amplitudes of the projected signal on each of these basis functions are decorre

lated. ICA achieves higher-order decorrelation of these projected amplitudes by choosing 

another transformation on POD basis. This Chapter outlines a reduced-order modeling 

technique using ICA and contrast its applicability with respect to POD-based model reduc

tion strategy.

The chapter will begin by defining the basic concepts of ICA. The subsequent section 

discusses the similarities and differences between POD and ICA. Then two ICA methods 

are described in detail, namely the ICA by maximum likelihood estimation and ICA by 

tensorial methods. Finally, the chapter ends with the specific example of obtaining an ICA- 

based reduced-order model.

71
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5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 ICA as Estimation of a Constructive Model

POD essentially relates to finding a linear representation in which the random amplitude 

coefficients are uncorrelated (see Section 4.3.2). ICA aims at finding a linear representation 

in which the components are statistically independent. In practical situations, we cannot in 

general find a representation where the components are really independent, but we can at 

least find components that are as independent as possible.

This leads to the following definition of ICA. Given a set of a vector random process 

(xi (t) . x.'i ( t ) , x n (/)), where t  is the time or sample index, we assume they are gener

ated as a linear combination of independent components (ICs):

f  \

X j  (t )
/  v

si (t)

X2 (t) S2 (t)
> =  A <

Xn (t)
V /

Sn (t)
V /

where A is some unknown matrix. ICA relates to estimating both the matrix A and the 

Si (t ), when we only observe x, it). For simplicity, the number of independent components 

Sj is assumed to be equal to the number of observed variables. This simplifying assumption 

can be relaxed in the general case.
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Alternatively, we could define ICA as follows: find a linear transformation

B

X1 (t ) Si (t)

X2 (t) S2 CO
> =  <

Xn (t)\  > Sn (0
V /

(5.2)

so that the random variables si? i =  1 , . . . ,  n, are independent, or as independent as possi

ble. This formulation is not really very different from the previous one, since after estimat

ing A, its inverse gives B.

It can be shown (see Section 5.3) that the problem is well-defined, that is, the model 

in (5.1) can be estimated if and only if the components s* are nongaussian. This is a 

fundamental requirement that also explains the main difference between ICA and POD, as 

in the latter case the nongaussianity of the data is not taken into account. In fact, ICA could 

be interpreted as nongaussian POD, in which case we are also modeling the data as linear 

combination of some underlying components.

For simplicity, the time index f that was used in the previous definition will be ignored. 

This is because the basic ICA model assumes that the mixture x u as well as the ICs Sj, is 

a random process, instead of a measurable time signal or time series. The observed values 

Xi (7) are then a sample of this random process.

ICA is very closely related to the method called blind source separation (BSS) or blind 

signal separation [97]. A source relates to an original signal, i.e. an IC. Blind means very 

little, if anything, is known of the mixing matrix, and that very weak assumptions are made 

on the source signals. ICA is one method for performing blind source separation.

It is usually more convenient to use a vector-matrix notation. Let us denote by x the
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random vector whose elements are the mixtures x \ , . . . ,  x n, and likewise by s the random 

vector with elements s i , . . . ,  sn. All vectors are column vectors; thus x7', or the transpose 

of x, is a row vector. Using this vector-matrix notation, the mixing model is written as

Sometimes we need the columns of matrix A; if we denote them by a y the model can 

also be written as

The above definition for ICA is the most basic definition.

5.1.2 Restrictions in ICA

To make sure that the basic ICA model can be estimated with reasonable consistency, cer

tain assumptions and restrictions are restrictions are made [98]:

I The independent components are assumed to be statistically independent.

This is the principle on which ICA is formulated. Surprisingly, this assumption all 

but guarantees that the model can be estimated. This is why ICA is such a powerful 

method with applications in many scientific areas.

Basically, random variables y±, y2, . . . ,  yn are said to be independent if information 

on the value of y, does not give any information on the value of y, for i ^  j .  In

dependence can be defined in respect to the probability densities. Let us denote by 

V (Vi -1/2 , • ■ ■, yn) the joint probability density function (pdf) of the y.u and by pi (yt) 

the marginal pdf of yt, i.e., the pdf of y, when it is considered separately. In this case,

x =  As (5.3)

n

(5.4)
i=i
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the iji are independent if and only if the joint pdf is factorizable in the following way:

P( y i ,V2, ■ ■ • ,2 /n)  = P l  (yi) 'P2 (2/2 ) • • - P n  {yn) ■ (5 -5 )

II The independent components must be nongaussian.

Intuitively, one can say that the gaussian distributions are too elementary. The cumu- 

lants of order three and up are zero for gaussian distributions, but such higher-order in

formation is essential for estimation of the ICA model, as will be seen in Section 5.2.2. 

Thus, ICA is essentially a POD representation if the observed variables have gaussian 

distributions. The case of gaussian components is treated in more detail in Section 5.3 

below. Note that in the basic model no assumption on the nature of the nongaussian 

distributions of the ICs is made. If the distributions are known, the problem is consid

erably simplified.

III For simplicity, the unknown mixing matrix is assumed square.

In that case, the number of independent components is equal to the number of observed 

mixtures. This assumption simplifies the estimation procedure. As will be shown, 

POD is the first step in ICA. At the POD step the number of components m  is chosen, 

as is discussed in Section 4.5. Consequently, ICA translates to determining the m  

independent components from the m  POD components. In this case, after estimating 

the matrix A, we can compute its inverse, say B, and obtain the ICs simply by

s =  Bx. (5.6)

Under the preceding three assumptions, the ICA model is identifiable, meaning that the 

mixing matrix and the ICs can be estimated. The identifiability of the ICA model is not
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proved here, since the proof is quite complicated. The proof can be found in [99, 100]. 

On the other hand, in the upcoming sections we present ICA estimation methods, and the 

developments there give a kind of intuitive proof of the identifiability without significant 

theoretical rigor.

5.1.3 indeterminacies of ICA

In the ICA model (5.3), the following ambiguities may arise:

I The variances (energies) of the independent components cannot be determined.

With both s and A unknown, any scalar multiplier in one of the sources s, could always 

be canceled by dividing the corresponding column a, of A by the same scalar, say <yt :

As a consequence, we may fix the magnitudes of the independent components. Since 

they are assumed to be random processes, the most natural way to address this issue is 

to assume that each has unit variance: E  {sf }  = 1. Then the matrix A will be adapted 

to take this restriction into account.

II The order of the independent components cannot be induced.

The reason is that, again both s and A being unknown, the order of the terms in the 

sum in (5.4) can be changed. A permutation matrix P and its inverse can be substituted 

in the model to give x =  A P^Ps. The elements of Ps are the original independent 

variables Sj, but in another order. The matrix AP-1 is just a new unknown mixing 

matrix to be estimated by ICA.

n

(5.7)
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5.1.4 Centering the Variables

Without loss of generality, we can assume that both the mixture variables and the indepen

dent components have zero mean. This assumption simplifies the theory and algorithms 

significantly and is pursued in the remainder of this chapter.

If the assumption of zero mean is not true, one can perform some preprocessing to make 

it hold. This is possible by centering the observed variables, i.e. subtracting their sample 

mean. This means that the original mixtures x' are preprocessed by

x =  x' — E  {x'} (5.8)

before performing ICA. Thus the independent components are also a zero mean process, 

since

E { s } x  = A ^ E { x } .  (5.9)

The mixing matrix, on the other hand, remains the same after this preprocessing, so 

we can always carry out this operation without affecting the estimation procedure of the 

mixing matrix. After estimating the mixing matrix and the independent components for the 

zero-mean data, the subtracted mean can be simply reconstructed by adding A ~l E  {x'}to 

the zero-mean independent components.

5.2 ICA is stronger than Uncorrelation

Given some random variables or processes, it is straightforward to linearly transform them 

into their uncorrelated counterparts. Therefore, it would be tempting to try to estimate the 

independent components by such a method, which is often implemented by POD. In this
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section, we show that this is not possible, and discuss the relation between ICA and decor

relation methods. It will be seen that decorrelation is, nevertheless, a useful preprocessing 

technique for ICA.

5.2.1 Uncorrelatedness

A weaker form of independence is uncorrelatedness. Two random variables y, and y2 are 

said to be uncorrelated, if their covariance is zero:

cov(yi ,y2) =  E { y i y 2} -  E { y i} E { y 2}

=  0. (5.10)

In this chapter, all random variables are assumed to have zero mean, unless otherwise 

mentioned. Thus, covariance is equal to correlation, i.e. corr (y2, y2) =  E {y i y2}.

If random variables are independent, they are uncorrelated. This is because if the yx and

y2 are independent, then for any two functions, h x and h2, we have [101]

E {hi  (Vl) h2 (y2)} = E {hi (yi )} E {h2 (y2)} , (5.11)

Taking hi (ij\') = yx and h2 (y2) = y2, we see that this implies uncorrelatedness.

On the other hand, uncorrelatedness does not imply independence. For example, assume 

that (yi, y2) are discrete valued and follow such a distribution that the pair are with prob

ability |  equal to any of the following values: (0,1), (0, —1), (1, 0), and (—1, 0). Then yx 

and y2 are uncorrelated, as can be simply calculated. On the other hand,

E{y?2/I} =  0 ^  i  =  E {y?} (5.12)

so the condition in Equation (5.11) is violated, and the variables cannot be independent.
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Uncorrelatedness of a zero-mean random vector, say y, means that its components are 

uncorrelated. In other words, the covariance matrix (as well as the correlation matrix) of y 

is a diagonal matrix:

E { y y T} = D .  (5.13)

Consequently, decorrelation means that we linearly transform the observed data vector 

x by linearly multiplying it with some matrix Y

z =  Vx (5.14)

so that we obtain a new vector z that is uncorrelated.

A decorrelation transformation is always possible. Decorrelation can be performed in 

connection with proper orthogonal decomposition (see Section 4.4), which gives a related 

decorrelation matrix. Assuming we have the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the co- 

variance matrix

E { xxt } = E D E t (5.15)

where E is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors of E {xxT} and D is the diagonal matrix 

of its eigenvalues, D =  diag (di , . . . ,  dn). Decorrelation can now be done by the matrix

Y =  Et . (5.16)

It is easy to show that the matrix V in (5.16) is indeed a decorrelation transformation.
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Recalling that E is an orthogonal matrix satisfying ETE =  EE7' =  I, we have

E { z z t }  =  E { V x x t V t }

=  VE {xx7 } V7 

=  E t E { x x t } E

=  e t e d e t e

=  IDI

=  D. (5.17)

The covariance of z is the diagonal matrix D, hence z is uncorrelated.

The linear operator V of (5.16) is by no means the only unique decorrelation matrix. 

It is easy to see that any matrix UV, with U an orthogonal matrix, is also a decorrelation 

matrix. This is because for z =  UVx it holds:

E {zz7 } =  UVE {xx7 } V7 U7 

=  UDU7

=  D. (5.18)

5.2.2 Decorrelation is only half ICA

Now, suppose that the data in the ICA model is decorrelated, for example, by the matrix

given in (5.16). Decorrelation transforms the mixing matrix into a new one, A. We have

from (5.3) and (5.14)

z =  VAs =  As. (5.19)
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One could hope that decorrelation solves the ICA problem, since uncorrelatedness is 

related to independence. This is, however, not so. Uncorrelatedness is weaker than in

dependence, and is not in itself sufficient for estimation of the ICA model. To see this, 

consider an orthogonal transformation U of z:

y =  Uz. (5.20)

Due to the orthogonality of U, we have

E {yyT} =  E{U zzTUT}

=  u d u t

=  D. (5.21)

In other words, y is uncorrelated as well. Thus, we cannot tell if the independent com

ponents are given by z or y using the uncorrelated property alone. Since y could be any 

orthogonal transformation of z, decorrelation gives the ICs only up to an orthogonal trans

formation. This is not sufficient in most applications.

On the other hand, decorrelation is useful as a preprocessing step in ICA. The utility of

decorelation resides in the fact that the new mixing matrix A  =  VA is orthogonal. This

can be seen from

E { z z1 } =  A E {ss7 } A

= A D A J

=  D. (5.22)

since s is independent and this is uncorrelated.
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This means that we can restrict our search for the mixing matrix to the space of orthog

onal matrices. Instead of having to estimate the n2 parameters that are the elements of the 

original matrix A, we only need to estimate an orthogonal mixing matrix A. An orthogo

nal matrix contains n  (n — 1) /2  degrees of freedom. For example, in two dimensions, an 

orthogonal transformation is determined by a single angle parameter. In larger dimensions, 

an orthogonal matrix contains only about half of the number of parameters of an arbitrary 

matrix.

Thus one can say that decorrelation solves half of the problem of ICA. Because decor

relation is a standard procedure, much simpler than any ICA algorithms, it is a good idea to 

reduce the complexity of the problem this way. The remaining half of the parameters has 

to be estimated by some other method as will be discussed in the upcoming sections.

In subsequent sections, we assume that the data has been preprocessed by decorrelation, 

in which case we denote the data by z. Even in cases where decorrelation is not explicitly 

required, it is recommended, since it reduces the number of free parameters and consider

ably increases the performance of the methods, especially with high-dimensional data.

5.3 Why Gaussian Variables Are Forbidden

Decorrelation also helps us understand why gaussian variables are forbidden in ICA. As

sume that the joint distribution of two ICs, si and s2, is gaussian. Furthermore, assume that 

the distribution has zero mean and identity covariance matrix, without loss of generality.
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This means that their joint pdf is given by (refer to [101])

P { s i , s 2) = — exp

1
(5.23)

Now, assume that the mixing matrix A is orthogonal. For example, we could assume that 

that is so because the data has been decorrelated. Using the classic formula of transforming 

pdf [101], and noting that for an orthogonal matrix A 1 =  A 1 holds, we get the joint 

density of the mixtures x x and x2 as

and we see that the orthogonal mixing matrix does not change the pdf, since it does not 

appear in this pdf at all. The original and mixed distributions are identical. Therefore, there 

is no way how we could infer the mixing matrix from the mixtures.

The phenomenon that the orthogonal mixing matrix cannot be estimated for gaussian 

variables is related to the property that uncorrelated jointly gaussian variables are necessar

ily independent [101]. Thus, the information on the independence of the components does 

not provide any further information than decorrelation.

Thus, in the case of gaussian independent components, we can only estimate the ICA 

model up to an orthogonal transformation. In other words, the matrix A is not identifi

able for gaussian independent components. With gaussian variables, all we can achieve is

Due to the orthogonality of A, we have ||At x ||2 =  ||x||2 and |det (AT) | =  1; note that 

if A is orthogonal, so is A 1 . Thus we have

(5.24)

(5.25)
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decorrelation of the data. There are some choices in the decorrelation procedure, however; 

POD is the classic choice.

In the case of estimating the ICA model where some of the components are gaussian 

and some nongaussian. one can estimate all the nongaussian components, but the gaussian 

components cannot be separated from each other. In other words, some of the estimated 

components will be arbitrary linear combinations of the gaussian components. Actually, 

this means that in the case of just one gaussian component, we can estimate the model, 

because the single gaussian component does not have any other gaussian components that 

it could be mixed with.

5.4 ICA by MLE

A very popular approach for estimating the ICA model is MLE. Maximum likelihood esti

mation is a fundamental method of statistical estimation; a short introduction was provided 

in Section 3.2.1. One interpretation of MLE is that we take those parameter values as esti

mates that give the highest probability for the observations. In this section, we show how 

to apply MLE to ICA estimation.

5.4.1 The Likelihood of the ICA Model 

Deriving the Likelihood

The derivation of the likelihood of the ICA model is based on using the well-known result 

on the density of a linear transform [101]. According to this result, the density px of the
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observed vector

x =  As (5.26)

can be formulated as

px (x) = | de t (B) | ps (s)

=  |det (B)| (sj) i (5-27)
i

where B =  A-1 , and the p, denote the densities of the independent components. This can 

be expressed as a function of B =  (bi , . . . ,  b „ ) and x, giving

px (x) =  jdet (B)| Y [ p i  (bfx ) . (5.28)
i

Assume that we have T  observations of x, denoted by x ( 1 ) , . . . ,  x (T). Then the like

lihood can be obtained (see Section 3.2.1) as the product of this density evaluated at the T  

points. This is denoted by £  and considered as a function of B:

T  n

£ ( b ) =  n i ^ w i n * ^ ) )
t=i ?-i

T  n

= | d e t ( B ) r n i l K ( br x ( ' ) ) .  (5.29)
t= 1 1=1

Very often it is more practical to use the logarithm of the likelihood, since it is alge

braically simpler. This does not make any difference here since the maximum of the loga

rithm is obtained at the same point as the maximum of the likelihood. The log-likelihood 

is given by
T  n

In £  (B) =  T in  |det (B)| +  E E  Inpj (bfx( f ) )  . (5.30)
t = i  i = i
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To simplify notation, we can denote the sum over the sample index t by an expectation 

operator, and divide the likelihood by T to obtain

^  In C (B) =  In |det (B)| +  E j ^ l n p ;  (b fx ) j  ■ (5.31)

The expectation here is not the theoretical expectation, but an average computed from 

the observed sample. Of course, in the algorithms the expectations are eventually replaced 

by sample averages, so the distinction is purely theoretical.

Estim ation of the Densities

In the preceding section, we have expressed the likelihood as a function of the parameters 

of the model, which are the elements of the mixing matrix. For simplicity, we used the 

elements of the inverse B of the mixing matrix. This is allowed since the mixing matrix 

can be directly computed from its inverse.

There is, however, another aspect to the estimation in the ICA model. This is the densi

ties of the independent components, pi (s, ). Actually, the likelihood is a function of these 

densities as well. This makes the problem much more complicated, because the estimation 

of densities is, in general, a nonparametric problem. Nonparametric means that it cannot 

be reduced to the estimation of a finite parameter set. In fact the number of parameters to 

be estimated is infinite, or in practice, very large. Thus the estimation of the ICA model has 

also a nonparametric part, which is why the estimation is sometimes called semiparametric.

Nonparametric estimation of densities is known to be a difficult problem. Many param

eters are always more difficult to estimate than just a few; since nonparametric problems 

have an infinite number of parameters, they are the most difficult to estimate. This is why
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we would like to avoid the nonparametric density estimation in the ICA. There are two 

ways to avoid it.

First, in some cases we might know the densities of the independent components in 

advance, using some prior knowledge on the data at hand. In this case, we could simply 

use these prior densities in the likelihood. Then the likelihood would really be a function 

of B only. If reasonably small errors in the specification of these prior densities have little 

influence on the estimator, this procedure will give acceptable results. In fact, it will be 

shown below that this is the case.

A second way to solve the problem of density estimation is to approximate the densities 

of the independent components by a family of densities that are specified by a limited 

number of parameters. If the number of parameters in the density family needs to be very 

large, we do not gain much from this approach, since the goal was to reduce the number 

of parameters to be estimated. However, if it is possible to use a very simple family of 

densities to estimate the ICA model for any densities pt, we will get a simple solution. 

Fortunately, this turns out to be the case. We can use an extremely simple parameterization 

of the pi, consisting of the choice between two densities, i.e., a single binary parameter.

It turns out that in maximum likelihood estimation, it is enough to use just two approxi

mations of the density of an independent component. For each independent component, we 

just need to determine which one of the two approximations is better. This shows that, first, 

we can make small errors when we fix the densities of the independent components, since 

it is enough that we use a density that is in the same half of the space of probability densi

ties. Second, it shows that we can estimate the independent components using very simple 

models of their densities, in particular, using models consisting of only two densities.
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The validity of these approaches is shown in the following theorem, whose proof can be 

found in [82],

Theorem 1. Denote by pi the assumed densities o f the independent components, and

d ^
9i{si) =  7 ^ 7  InPi(si)

1 {Si) (5.32)
Pl (s.) ds,

Constrain the estimates o f the independent components Sj = bj'x to be uncorrelated and to 

have unit variance. Then the MLE estimator is locally consistent, i f  the assumed densities 

Vi fulfill

(5.33)

fo r  all i.

This theorem shows rigorously that small misspecifications in the densities pi do not 

affect the local consistency of the MLE estimator, since sufficiently small changes do not 

change the sign in (5.33).

Moreover, the theorem shows how to construct families consisting of only two densities, 

so that the condition in (5.33) is true for one of these densities. For example, consider the 

following log-densities:

In p l  (s.() =  — 2 In cosh (s.t) (5.34)

ln p “ (sj) = (y.2 -  s f / 2  +  In cosh ( s f  (5.35)

where and a 2 are positive parameters that are fixed so as to make these two functions

logarithms of probability densities. Actually, these constants can be ignored in the follow
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ing. The factor 2 in (5.34) is not important, but it is usually used here; also, the factor 1/2 

in (5.35) could be changed.

The motivation for these functions is that p l  is a supergaussian density, because the 

In cosh function is close to the absolute value that would give the Laplacian density. The 

density given by p~ is subgaussian, because it is like a gaussian log-density, s j / 2 plus a 

constant, that has been somewhat flattened by the In cosh function.

For p l , we have

— v;— (qi — 2  In cosh (s,)) 
os.L'I

— — 2  tanh  (s,),

and

Thus the value of the nonpolynomial moment in (5.33) for p l  is

E { —2 tanh (sj) s, +  2  (l — tanh 2 ( s ^ ) }

2E | l  — tanh (sj) s.j — tanh 2 (s*)} (5.36)
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Similarly, for ]iL , we have

d  _
9i («*) =  (Si)

d
=  7 ^ 7  ( « 2  -  s2 / 2  +  lncosh(sj))

1 9 W  A— —Sj H — cosh (Sj)
cosh (Sj) asj

=  -S j  H sinh (sj)
cosh (Sj)

=  — Sj +  tanh ( s j ) ,

and

d9Q ^  = - 1  +  ( l -  fanh2 (sj))

=  — tanh 2 ( s j ) .

Thus the value of the nonpolynomial moment in (5.33) for p~ is

E | s ^ “ (sj) -  ] |  =  E { (-S j +  tanh (s,)) s,. +  tanh 2 (s*)}

=  E { —s2 +  tanh (sj) Sj +  tanh 2 (sj)}

=  —E {s2} +  E {tanh (sj) Sj +  tanh 2 (sj)}

=  — 1 +  E {tanh (sj) Sj +  tanh 2 (sj)}

=  E { — 1 +  tanh (sj) Sj +  tanh 2 (sj)} . (5.37)

We see that the signs of the expressions (5.36) and (5.37) are always opposite. Thus, for

practically any distributions of the si? one of these functions fulfills the condition (5.33),

i.e., has the desired sign, and estimation is possible. Of course, for some distribution of 

the Sj the nonpolynomial moment in the condition could be zero, which corresponds to the
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case of zero kurtosis in cumulant-based estimation; such cases can be considered to be very 

rare.

Thus we can just compute the nonpolynomial moments for the two prior distributions 

in (5.34) and (5.35), and choose the one that fulfills the stability condition in (5.33). This 

can be done during the computation involving the maximization of the likelihood. This 

always provides a (locally) consistent estimator, and solves the problem of semiparametric 

estimation.

In fact, the nonpolynomial moment in question measures the shape of the density func

tion in much the same way as kurtosis. For (sj), we would actually obtain kurtosis. 

Thus, the choice of nonlinearity could be compared with the choice whether to minimize 

or maximize kurtosis.

5.4.2 Algorithms for Maximum Likelihood Estimation

To perform maximum likelihood estimation in practice, we need an algorithm to perform 

the numerical maximization of likelihood. In this section, we discuss different methods to 

this end. First, we show how to derive simple gradient algorithms, of which especially the 

natural gradient algorithm has been widely used. Then we show how to derive a fixed-point 

algorithm, a version of FastICA, that maximizes the likelihood faster and more reliably.
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Gradient Algorithms 

The Bell-Sejnowski Algorithm

The simplest algorithms for maximizing likelihood are obtained by gradient methods. We 

start with the log-likelihood equation (5.31):

^ l n £ ( B )  =  In |det (B)| +  E (W x) J . (5.38)

where b / represents the ith row of B.

Our aim is to maximize the above function with respect to the matrix B, thus we need 

to take the derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to the elements of B, brs. 

Let’s start with the second term from the right side of (5.38):

gg-E { ! > * « * ) }  = e { £ E ‘̂ . ( - ? x)

d

Jr s
l n p r ^r= E<̂ ( l ^ briX3

=  E { i z lnr '-M
f d h i p r (sr ) d s r
\  d s r dbrs

( . . <9b t  x
E A Qr (^r)

=  E (b^x)

dbrs
d'EjKjXj

dbrs

= E { g r ( b ^ x ) x s} .  (5.39)

In matrix form, the matrix gradient (see Section 3.1) of the log-likelihood function with
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respect to the matrix B is

A
dB e I > M b r * )  = e .

7 - 1

/ \ •v

9i (b]x)

< > X i  . xn

9n
<

0>nX) y >

=  E {g (Bx) xT} (5.40)

Here, g (y) is a component-wise vector function that consists of the so-called score func

tions gi of the distributions of Sj, defined in (5.32).

Now, we apply this identity as well as the result obtained for the matrix gradient of the 

logarithm of the determinant (3.13) to obtain the likelihood equation:

A c = (B T )" 1 + E{g(Bx)x0'
This immediately gives the following gradient for the MLE

AB oc (BT) _1 +  E { g ( B x ) x T}.  

for which the iterative algorithm to estimating B is

(5.41)

(5.42)

(BT) -1 +  E {g(Bx)xT} (5.43)

This algorithm is often called the Bell-Sejnowski algorithm [70]. This algorithm con

verges very slowly, however, especially due to the inversion of the matrix B that is needed 

in every step. The convergence can be improved by decorrelating the data (see Section 5.2, 

and especially by using the natural gradient.

The natural (or relative) gradient method simplifies the maximization of the likelihood 

considerably, and makes it better conditioned. The principle of the natural gradient is
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based on the geometrical structure of the parameter space, and is related to the principle 

of relative gradient, which uses a certain group structure of the ICA problem (see [82] for 

more details). The basic idea is to multiply the matrix gradient by some orthogonal matrix 

that would lead to a faster converging algorithm. In the case of basic ICA, both of these 

principles amount to multiplying the right-hand side by BB7. Thus we obtain

AB oc Bt B(Bt ) _1 +  E {g (Bx) xT}

=  (BT) _1BTB +  E { g ( B x ) x T} B r B 

=  B +  E { g ( y ) x r } B r B

=  (I +  E {g (y) x7 } Bt ) B. (5.44)

where y =  Bx is the estimate of the independent random vector.

The above natural gradient leads to the MLE iterative algorithm to estimating the ICA 

transformation matrix B:

B ^  B +  /i (I +  E {g (y) x7 } Bt ) B

=  (l +  ^ )B  +  / . E{g (y ) x T} B r B (5.45)

Interestingly, this algorithm can be interpreted as nonlinear decorrelation. The idea is 

that the algorithm converges when E {g (y) xT} B7 =  E {g (y) yT} =  —I which means 

that the and g:j (yj) are uncorrelated for i ^  j .  This is a nonlinear extension of the 

ordinary requirement of uncorrelatedness, and is thus labelled nonlinear decorrelation.

In practice, one can use, for example, the two densities described in Section 5.4.1. For 

supergaussian independent components, the pdf defined by (5.34) is usually used. This
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means that the component-wise nonlinearity g is the tanh function:

g+ (y ) =  —2 tanh  (y) . (5.46)

For subgaussian independent components, other functions must be used. For example, 

one could use the pdf in (5.35), which leads to

g~ (y) =  tanh  (y) -  y. (5.47)

The choice between the two nonlinearities in (5.46) and (5.47) can be made by com

puting the nonpolynomial moment (5.36) using some estimates of the independent compo

nents. If this nonpolynomial moment is positive, the nonlinearity in (5.46) should be used, 

otherwise the nonlinearity in (5.47) should be used. This is because of the condition in 

Theorem 1.

The choice of nonlinearity can be made while running the iterative gradient algorithm, 

using the running estimates of the independent components to estimate the nature of the 

independent components (that is, the sign of the nonpolynomial moment). Note that the 

use of the polynomial moment requires that the estimates of the independent components 

are first scaled properly, constraining them to unit variance, as in the theorem. Such nor

malizations are often omitted in practice, which may in some cases lead to situations in

which the wrong nonlinearity is chosen.

5.5 ICA by Tensorial Methods

Another approach for estimation of independent components of ICA consists of using 

higher-order cumulant tensor. Tensors can be considered as generalization of matrices,
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or linear operators. Cumulant tensors are then generalizations of the covariance matrix that 

was used in POD (see Chapter 4). The covariance matrix is the second-order cumulant ten

sor, and the fourth order tensor is defined by the fourth-order cumulants cum (x^, Xj, x k, xi) 

given by [82]

cum (xiy xj, x k, xi) = E {xiXjXkx i } ~ E {xtXj}  E { x kx i } ~ E { x tx k} E { x j X i } - E {xiXt} E {xjXk}

(5.48)

As explained in Section 5.2, we can use the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance 

matrix to decorrelate the components of data, which is what the POD method results in.

This means that we transform the data so that second-order cross-correlations of the com

ponents of data are zero. As a generalization of this principle, we can use the fourth-order 

cumulant tensor of the data to transform the data such that the fourth-order cross-cumulants 

of the transformed data are zero, or at least as small as possible. This kind of (approxima

tive) higher-order decorrelation gives one class of methods for ICA estimation.

5.5.1 Definition of Cumulant Tensor

We shall here consider only the fourth-order cumulant tensor, which we call for brevity the 

cumulant tensor. The cumulant tensor is a four-dimensional array whose entries are given 

by the fourth-order cross-cumulants of the data: cum (x,;, x r  x k . where the indices i, j ,  

k, and I are from 1 to n. This can be considered as a four-dimensional matrix, since it has 

four different indices instead of the usual two.

In fact, all fourth-order cumulants of linear combinations of x, can be obtained as linear 

combinations of the cumulants of x.;. This can be seen using the additive properties of the
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cumulants [101]. The kurtosis of a linear combination s =  ]T7 b,x, is given by

kurt (s) = kurt biX-^j

= cum | ^ 2  b*x i’ ^ 2  b'Jxi ’ E  bkXk’ S  blXl
i j k I

= Y ^ bt t f bkbt c n m (x i>xv x k , x i) ■ (5.49)
ijkl

Thus the (fourth-order) cumulants contain all the fourth-order information of the data, 

just as the covariance matrix gives all the second-order information on the data. Note that 

if the Si are independent, all the cumulants with at least two different indices are zero, and 

therefore we have

kurt gfkurt ( s j ) . (5.50)

The cumulant tensor is an linear operator defined by the fourth-order cumulants cum (xj, x:). x,/ ). 

This is analogous to the case of the covariance matrix with elements cov (a’j, x 3), which de

fines a linear operator just as any matrix defines one. In the case of the tensor we have a 

linear transformation in the space of n  x n  matrices, instead of the space of n-dimensional 

vectors. The space of such matrices is a linear space of dimension n x n, so there is nothing 

extraordinary in defining the linear transformation. The (z, j )th element of the matrix given 

by the transformation, say F77 (M) is defined as

F i3 (M) =  ^ 2  mwcum (xu xv  x k, x t) (5.51)
kl

where m ki are the elements of the matrix M that is to be transformed.
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5.5.2 Tensor Eigenvalues Give Independent Components

As any symmetric linear operator, the cumulant tensor has an eigenvalue decomposition 

(EVD). An eigenmatrix of the tensor is by definition, a matrix M  such that

F (M) =  AM (5.52)

i.e., Fij (M) =  AM(.;, where A is a scalar eigenvalue.

The cumulant tensor is a symmetric linear operator. This is because in the expression 

cum . x :j, x k ,:/;/), the order of the variables makes no difference.

Let us consider the case where the observed data follows the ICA model, with decorre

lated data:

x =  VAs =  B  s = BTs (5.53)

where we denote the decorrelated mixing matrix by BT. This is due to the orthogonality of 

B.

The cumulant tensor of x has a special structure which will be discussed next. In fact, 

every matrix of the form

M  =  bmb l  (5.54)

for m  =  1 , . . . ,  n is an eigenmatrix, as stated in (5.52). The vector bm here is one of the 

rows of the matrix B, and thus one of the columns of the decorrelation mixing matrix B 1 . 

To see this, we exploit the linearity properties of cumulants in conjunction with (5.51)
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to obtain

Fy (M =  bmb£) =  ^ 2  bmkbmicrnn (xh Xj, x k , x t)
kl

— y  '  brnkbmiCMrn I y   ̂bqiSq, ^  ' brjSr , ^   ̂buksu, ^   ̂bv[Sv j
kl \  <7 r u v  /

^   ̂ b m k b m i b q i b r j b u k bv iCuni (s^, sr , su, (5.55)
klqruv

Now, due to the independence of the sl, only those cumulants where q = r = u = v are 

nonzero. Thus we have

F/,y (bmbm) y   ̂b rnkb m ih q jb q jb q k bqj\MxXi i^q) ■ (5.56)
klq

Due to the orthogonality of the rows of B, we have )P /;: bmkbqk — 8mq, and similarly for 

index I. Sequentially, we can take the sum first with respect to k. and then with respect to 

I, which gives

Fjj (bmbm) y   ̂b m i b q i b q j b g i i i \ i i t  (s q) 8 rng

lq

=  y   ̂ b q i b q j \ k w t  ( S q ) 8 r n q 8 r n q

Q
= bmibmjkurt (sm) . (5.57)

Therefore we have

F (bmb£) =  kurt (sm) (bmb^) , (5.58)

which satisfies (5.52).

This proves that matrices of the form in (5.54) are eigenmatrices of the tensor. The corre

sponding eigenvalues are given by the kurtosis of the independent components. Moreover, 

it can be proved that all other eigenvalues of the tensor are zero.
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Thus we see that if we knew the eigenmatrices of the cumulant tensor, we could eas

ily obtain the independent components. If the eigenvalues of the tensor, i.e., the kurtosis 

of the independent components, are distinct, every eigenmatrix corresponds to a nonzero 

eigenvalue of the form b,nb ^ , giving one of the columns of the decorrelated mixing matrix.

5.5.3 Computing the Tensor Decomposition by a Power Method

In principle, using tensorial methods is simple. One could take any method for computing 

the EVD of a symmetric matrix, and apply it on the cumulant tensor.

To do this, we must first consider viewing the tensor from the space of n  x n  matrices. 

Let q be an index that goes through all the n  x n  couples (/'. j) .  Then we can consider the 

elements of an n x n matrix M as a vector using Kronecker Algebra (see Section 3.3.4). 

This means that we are simply vectorizing the matrices. A tensor, therefore, can be con

sidered to be a symmetric matrix F with elements f Qq> = cum (x,, x :l. x t>, x.y), where the 

indices (i, j )  correspond to q, and similarly {)'. j ' )  to q'. It is on this matrix that we could 

apply ordinary EVD algorithms, for example the well-known QR methods. The special 

symmetry properties of the tensor could be used to reduce the complexity (See [102] for 

such algorithms).

The problem with such algorithm in this category, however, is the prohibitive memory 

requirement, which is of O (n4) units of memory. The computational requirement also 

grows substantially. In addition, the case of repeating eigenvalues is also problematic.

In what follows, we discuss a simple modification of the power method, that circumvents 

the computational problems with the tensor EVD. In general, the power method is a simple 

way of computing the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of a matrix [103,
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104], This algorithm consists of multiplying the matrix with the successive estimate of 

the eigenvector, and taking the product as the new value of the vector. The vector is then 

normalized to unit length, and the iteration is continued until convergence is achieved. The 

vector then gives the desired eigenvector.

We can apply the power method quite simply to the case of the cumulant tensor. Starting 

from a random matrix M, we compute F (M) and take this as the new value of M. Then we 

normalize M and go back to the iteration step. After convergence, M will be of the form 

bb7 , where b is one of the independent components. In practice, though, the eigenvectors 

will not be exactly of this form due to estimation errors. To find several independent com

ponents, we could simply project the matrix after every step on the space of matrices that 

are orthogonal to the previously found ones.

In fact, in the case of ICA, such an algorithm can be considerably simplified. Since we 

know that the matrices M =  bb7 are eigenmatrices of the cumulant tensor, we can apply 

the power method inside that set of matrices M =  bbT only. After every computation of 

the product with the tensor, we must then project the obtained matrix back to the set of 

matrices of the form bb7 . A very simple way of doing this is to multiply the new matrix 

M* by the old vector to obtain the new vector b* =  M*b (which will be normalized as 

necessary). This can be interpreted as another power method, this time applied on the 

eigenmatrix to compute its eigenvectors. Since the best way of approximating the matrix 

M* in the space of matrices of the form bbT is by using the dominant eigenvector, a single 

step of this ordinary power method (which is performed by multiplying M* with b) will at 

least take us closer to the dominant eigenvector, and thus to the optimal vector.
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Thus we obtain an iteration of the form

b <- b7 F (bb7 ) (5.59)

or

bkbicum (xi, Xj , x k, x { ) . (5.60)
j kl

In fact, this can be manipulated algebraically to give much simpler forms. Stated equiv

alently, we have

hi <- cum I x u 2̂ bj x r  X bkXk' X blXl I = cum (Xu y ’ Vj y) (5.61)
\  j  k i J

where we denote by y = Y2, biA'i the estimate of an independent component s. By definition 

of the cumulants, we have

c \ im(x i , y , y , y )  = E  {x^y3} — 3 E {xiy}  E { y2} . (5.62)

We can constrain y to have unit variance, or E {y2} =  1, as usual. Moreover, we have

E {xiy} = bt. Thus we have

bi ^  E {x i y3} -  3bi (5.63)

which in vector form is equivalent to

b E { x y 3} -  3b (5.64)

where b is normalized to unit norm after every iteration. To find several independent com

ponents, we can actually just constrain the b corresponding to different independent com

ponents to be orthogonal, as is usual for decorrelated data.

Somewhat surprisingly, (5.64) is very similar to the Maximum Likelihood algorithm 

given in (5.45).
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In the special case where the nonlinearity g (y) in the Maximum Likelihood algorithm 

given in (5.45) is chosen to be g (y) = y'\  the Maximum Likelihood algorithm has a form 

very similar to that of the tensorial method in (5.64).

5.6 System Model Reduction using ICA modes versus POD 

modes

We have so far described the the idea of ICA as well as different algorithms that compute the 

ICA components. We have described in Section 4.6 how POD is applied towards achieving 

a reduced-order model of a system described by a set of linear differential equations. We 

were able to use the POD transformation matrix E to obtain reducd-oder system matrices.

The idea for obtaining the reduced order ICA model is the same; we would use the 

ICA transformation matrix B obtained using the algorithms discussed in Section 5.4 and 

Section 5.5 just as we would use the transformation matrix E.

The difference between the POD and ICA reduced order models lies in the characteris

tics of the reduced order displacement vector um (t ) from Equation (4.58). We have shown 

that um (t), under the transformation obtained using POD, is an uncorrelated vector. ICA 

achieves further decoupling of the elements of urn (t) by making the elements of um (t) as 

independent as possible being achieved by non-linear decorrelation.

We have already mentioned that our proposed system matrix identification technique 

(see Section 6) can estimate, in theory, the system matrices of both the full-order system 

(Equation (4.53)) as well as the matrices of the reduced-order system (Equation (4.58)). As 

well, we have described the need to estimate a reduced order model instead of a full order
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model (see Section 4.6). So how do we decide between POD and ICA for model reduction? 

The answer lies in the nature of the system’s output (for example, the displacement vector).

We expect POD to achieve decoupling of the principle components of the response vec

tor when the system output is gaussian, i.e., when the system output is described by a 

vector gaussian process. In this case, POD will decorrelate the system output vector, which 

is the same as obtaining an independent vector (decorrelation amounts to independence 

in the gaussian case). Since decorrelation is the first step in ICA, ICA will do no more 

decoupling as the vector would be already independent (see Section 5.3). Thus, when the 

system’s output is expected to be gaussian, one should use POD to reduce the order of the 

system as ICA does not achieve anything more.

It is conjectured that when the system response is non-gaussian, ICA has a superior role 

in weakening the inter-dependence of the response components in contrast to POD. In 

the context of linear systems, the system response will be nongaussian when the system 

input (forcing) is nongaussian and/or when the system transfer function (TF) exhibits non

gaussian behavior. This case is all the more prevalent in dealing with nonlinear systems 

where the usefulness of ICA still remains to be investigated.

The system of differential equations can be represented in operator form as A (u) =  f  

where A  is the operator describing the system behavior, u is the system output vector, and f  

is the input vector. In that case, the system output can be expressed as u =  /I 1 (f), where 

A "1 is the inverse operator of A.  If f, the system input, is nongaussian, then u will also be 

nongaussian. Furthermore, if f  is gaussian and A is a nonlinear operator, then u will also 

be nongaussian.

In those two cases when the system output is nongaussian, ICA is believed to achieve
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stronger decoupling as POD decorrelates the system output whereas ICA makes them as 

independent as possible.
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Chapter 6

System Identification

In this chapter, we will present a system matrix identification method which capitalizes on 

the use of Kronecker Algebra. As will be shown, the use of the Kronecker Algebra and 

its properties permits a unique and simplified approach to estimating the system matrices 

from the knowledge of its output.

6.1 Proposed Methodology

We will consider the system of equations describing the forced vibration of a viscously 

damped linear discrete system with m  degrees of freedom

Mmu (t) +  Cmu (t) +  Kmu (t) = f  (0  (6.1)

where Mm G IR'Tt xm is the mass matrix, Cm G EGnxr" is the damping matrix, Km G R mxm 

is the stiffness matrix, u (l) G E"' is the displacement vector, and f  (/ ) G E"' is the forcing 

vector at time t.

106
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Transforming Equation (6.1) into the frequency domain, one obtains

\[—lo2Mm +  icoCm +  K m] Qm(u) =  Fm(ui) (6 .2)

where Q m M  E Cm and Fm(o;) E Cm are the Fourier transforms of qrn( t ) and 

respectively.

For a specific frequency we can rewrite the left hand side of (6.2) as

[ ^  +  icJiCffi K m]  ̂ E  i^I-mCm E  ImK mj Qm (uJi) (6.3)

r m „

^ , Im I-m Im C„.

K „

Qm ( ' )  ’

where Im is the identity matrix of order m.

Thus for a specific frequency u>i, the system of equations governing the system behavior 

can be written as
M m

c„
K,

Qm(wi) — F m ( i J i ) . (6.4)

Applying the vec operator (see Section 3.3.4) on both sides of (6.4) and using the identity 

vec (AYB) — (Bt ® A) vec (Y) (see Section 3.3.6), we obtain

Qm(^i)5
\

/ Mm \

^i^-m I-m J vec Cm

V . K m _ I

— vec (Fm (u^)) (6.5)

where ® denotes the Kronecker matrix product, or tensor product.

Equation (6.5) has three unknowns, namely the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. 

Having measured the system response vector at J  different frequencies in the frequency
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band of interest, we can rewrite the generalized form of Equation (6.5) as follows

Qm(w0 T ® -̂ ’ l Im iwil m I'm
/ ■M-m \

Fm(u7i)

Qm(w2)T ® ^2Im Im Fm(o; 2 )
vec Cm = < >

V Î m I
Qm(^j)T ® , ,2t J l m i^jlm Im v /

Equation (6.6) can be written as [105]

Ax =  y

where

vec C „

\ )

y = > e

r>3m

^1 Im

I?r

- L J j l m  iW jIm I.„

(6 .6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

Qm(wl)T &

Qm(w2)T &

Qm(.Uj)T &

Fm(wi)

Fra(w2)

Fto(wj)

The above system of equations (6.6) is overdetermined in the case where J  > 3m. The 

vectorized equivalent x containing the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices can be solved 

in the least-square sense using the least-square inverse of the matrix A, as follows

x =  [At A] 1 Ar y. (6.10)
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where x is the least-square estimate of x and [At A] 1 Ar  is the least-square inverse of 

matrix A, also known as the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix [106].

The least-square estimate has some strong statistical properties. Under certain condi

tions, the least-square estimate is the best unbiased linear estimate often denoted with the 

acronym BLUE [107].

6.2 Tikhonov Regularization

6.2.1 Definition

In the case of overdetermined or underdetermined system of equations (6.7), the estimated 

vector x is acceptable if the matrix-vector product Ax is close to y. In the preceeding 

section, the estimate of x is obtained in the least-squares sense. One quantity for measuring 

the accuracy of the estimated x is the L2-norm of the residual vector Ax — y given by

C  (x) =  11Ax -  y|| =  (Ax -  y)T (Ax -  y ) . (6.11)

In the case of matrix A having rank less than 3m2, there exist one or more zero singular 

values of A. The least-square solution vector x will have two components. One component 

lies in the subspace spanned by the singular vectors of A corresponding to nonzero singular 

values. The other non-zero component exists in the subspace spanned by the singular 

vectors with zero singular values. Only the first component can be reasonably estimated 

from the data set y.

Therefore, there is a need to include additional information which permits the estimation 

of the component of x that lies in the null-space of A. One approach to solving this problem
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is to introduce another norm D  (x) that measures the error between x and some default 

solution x°° where x°° may be some prior information about x. Thus, D  (x) has the form

D  (x) =  ||x — x °° ||. (6.12)

More generally, we try to estimate the result of a linear operator L  in the form of a matrix 

acting on the difference (x — x°°). In that case, we have

D (x) =  |1L (x — x°°)|| =  (x — x°°)T Lt L ( x  — x °°). (6.13)

A well-known regularization technique is to form a weighted sum of C  (x) and D  (x) 

using a weighting factor A2. The estimate x is the value of x that minimizes this sum:

x =  arg rriin [ C  (x) +  A2D (x)} . (6.14)

The solution to (6.14) is obtained by setting the vector-gradient with respect to x equal
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to zero:

^ { C ( x )  +  A 2D ( x ) }

d
x=x

—  { ||A x - y | |  +  A2 | |L ( x - x - ) | |}
x=x

I  (Ax -  y)T (Ax -  y) +  A2 (x -  x°°)T LTL (x -  x°°) |
x=x

At  -  yT) (Ax -  y) +  A2 (xT -  (x°°)J J L t L (x -  x 

[xt At Ax — yTAx — xTA Ty  +  yTy] +

xt LtLx -  (x°°)T LTLx -  xt Lt Lx°° +  ( x ^ f ’x00

x=x

[ 2 A t A x  -  A Ty -  A T y + 0n] +

A2 [2Lt Lx -  Lt Lx°° -  LtLx°° +  0n]

2 (At A +  A2L r L) x -  2 (ATy +  A2L TLx°°)
x=x

=  0 n .

x=x

(6.15)

where 0n is the zero vector of order n. 

Solving for x in (6.15), we have

x =  (At A +  A2L tL) 1 (ATy +  A2LtLx°°) (6.16)

The above formulation leads to a family of solutions parametrized by the weighing fac

tors A, popularly known as the regularization parameter [2], If the regularization parameter 

is very large, the constraint involving the observed data y weakly influences the solution 

x and the estimate of x is heavily influenced by the constraint Lx =  Lx°°. On the other 

hand, if A is chosen to be small, the solutions depends more heavily on the observed data. 

Of course, if A is set to zero, the problem reverts back to solving Equation (6.7), posed as
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an unconstrained optimization problem. Thus, the value for the regularization parameters 

is chosen depending on how strongly one would like to enforce the constraint Lx =  Lx°°. 

This regularization method is generally known as Tikhonov Regularization [2],

6.2.2 Determining the Regularization Parameter Value

The difficulty in applying Tikhonov Regularization is to choose a good value of A that 

regularizes the solution without losing too much information. There are three methods to 

determine the optimal value for A (see [108, 109, 110, 111]):

1. Discrepancy Principle

Choose A such that the two terms in (6.14) contribute equally to the total error, i.e.

3. L-curve criterion

Choose A that corresponds to the ’’corner” of the curve || Ax — y|| versus ||L (x — x°°) ||, 

plotted in log-log scale.

6.2.3 Application to System Identification

In order to estimate the component of x that lies in the null-space of A, we need to exploit 

some prior information concerning the system. For example, we can decide to choose

C  (x) =  A2 D  (x ) . (6.17)

2. Generalized cross-validation

Choose A as to minimize the function

(6.18)
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the solution that gives rise to an estimated mass, stiffness, and damping matrices that are 

symmetric, or as symmetric as possible, assuring that the underlying continuous operator 

is self-adjoint. Mathematically, this problem can be posed as a constrained optimization 

problem.

In order to satisfy symmetry, for instance, in the mass matrix M m, we need to have

M  =  M tiVAra iVAm ‘ (6.19)

can be rewritten as

M m = I-m t)m  x fji Om xm

M m

C m (6-20)

K rn 

M m

Cm

K m

where I m is the identity matrix of order rn and 0mxm is the square matrix of order m  x m  

whose elements are zero.

Im 0■in u m x m  u m x m
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Similarly, M ryri can be rewritten as

M i M l C l  K l

I'm

Cm ^mxrn

_ Krn x rn
r T

Mrn Im

I m Cm X rn

_ Km _

The symmetry constraint (6.19) can be written as

M m — 0mXm-
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Applying the vec operator and Identities (6.20) and (6.21) and (3.95), we obtain as

vec (Mm -  MJCJ =  vec (0mxm)

=> vec (Mm) -  vec (M „) =  0m2

/ \
/ \

I?n O m xm  0-m x rn ) vec Cv-"m

\ i£X
i /

I  m  0 - m x m  f t m x m Im vec C„

K„

=  0 m 2

I m I'm 0-mxm m̂xm vec

M,,

c„

K„

/

1

\

Im 0?n X rn Omxrn ® Im^ Uvec Cm

\ 1sX
1 /

=  CL

Im ■/ - Im dm X rn Om x rn

I rn 0/nXrri dru / in > Im U

/ \

> vec Cm -  °m2
> V.  K ™ - /

(6.23)

^  I-eVfX — 0m2.

where U is the vec-permutation matrix (3.101), 0 m2 is the zero vector of order m 2, and

-‘M Im <S> I m m̂xm t)mxm I m ®mxm > I™ u

Therefore, symmetry condition in the mass matrix gives rise to the constraint equation:

L  Mx  =  0m2 (6.24)
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where the subscript in ~LM indicates that the constraint is on the mass matrix. 

A symmetry condition on the damping matrix Cm similarly leads to

L c x =  0r (6.25)

where

Om  x m  I m  0 1 n /  i n 1 Im. U

Similarly, a symmetry property of the stiffness matrix can be achieved using the con

straint equation

L a x =  0m2 (6.26)

where

L K = In ®mxm Omxm Im O m x m  O m x m  I m - Im. U

Applying Tikhonov Regularization to estimate x, we obtain the following solution

£ =  (At A +  \ 2M\7MU i +  XqL,qL,c + A |-L£La-) _1 (Ar y) . (6.27)

The above solution depends on the values chosen for the regularization parameters Am , 

Ac  and Aa . If the regularization parameters are very large, the constraint enforcing the 

symmetry condition predominates in the solution of x. On the other hand, if A values are 

chosen to be small, the symmetry constraint is less satisfied and the solutions depends more 

heavily on the observed data. The values for the regularization parameters are chosen using 

any of the methods discussed above (Section 6.2.2).
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Chapter 7

Numerical Validation

In this chapter, we provide numerical a demonstration of the proposed theoretical formula

tion using a simple discrete dynamical system. The proposed system identification method 

identifies the reduced order model of the system. As stated previously, the identification 

performed on the reduced-order model significantly reduces the computational requisite in 

contrast to the case involving the comprehensive system. The model reduction is carried 

out using both POD and ICA methods. The efficiency and similarity of the POD and ICA 

approaches are demonstrated using numerical examples. The sensitivity of the identifica

tion step with respect to measurement noise is also investigated.

7.1 Homogeneous Discrete Linear System

In this section, a homogeneous proportionally damped linear array of mass-spring oscilla

tors is considered to be the prototype system. Such discrete model normally arises from the 

Finite Element Method (FEM) discretization of a one-dimensional partial differential equa-

117
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tion. Such simple model is well-suited to investigate the usefulness and feasibility of the 

proposed methodology without the undue computational complexity involved in dealing 

with a complex physical system.

7.1.1 Original System Model

The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 7.1.

a , k ,

Figure 7.1: Linear array of mass-spring oscillators.

The mass matrix of the system has the form

Mn =  m jl , (7.1)

where I ra is the n x n  identity matrix, n and m, are chosen to be 100 DOFs and 1kg, 

respectively. The stiffness matrix of the system is given by
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K — kAVn

2 - 1

- 1  2 - 1

- 1  2 - 1

- 1

- 1  2

(7.2)

with L, = 4 x 105 N/m.

Energy dissipation in the system is modelled by Rayleigh damping given by C n =  

« 0M n +  oixKn, where a 0 =  0.5 and a\  =  3 x 1CT5.

For a preliminary illustration, we consider the computer-simulated FRFs of this sys

tem as if they were experimentally measured. A typical FRF of the system is shown in 

Figure 7.2.

In the same figure, the frequency range considered for the construction of the POD as 

well as ICA is also shown.

7.1.2 Reduced Order Model: Forward Simulation

Under an input that is band-limited independent white noise with unit variance, the system 

response is calculated and the POD eigenvectors are extracted from the correlation matrix. 

Normalized eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, that is A/Amax, are shown in Figure 7.3.

From Figure 7.3, note that only the first few eigenvalues are significantly large as is ex

pected from the scree test (see Section 4.5.2). This justifies the approximation in Equation 

(4.45). A typical FRF of the POD-based reduced system is compared with the original FRF
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Figure 7.2: A typical FRF of the original homogeneous system and the 

frequency band of interest.

in Figure 7.4.

With only 16 POD modes, the FRF from the POD-based Reduced-Order Model (ROM) 

matches reasonably well with the original FRF in the frequency band of interest. The FRF 

of the POD-ROM does not match the FRF of the original system outside the frequency 

band of interest. This is expected; the POD was carried out within the frequency band, 

thus it fails to capture the system behavior outside this band. There are a number of factors 

that influence the accuracy of the reconstructed FRFs, for example (a) number of POD 

modes to retain, (b) level of damping, (c) the size and position of frequency window for the 

construction of POD.
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Figure 7.3: Normalized POD eigenvalues (A/Amax) for the homogeneous

system.

To compare POD with ICA, the FRF obtained from the ICA reduced model is compared 

with the original FRF as well as the POD reduced model FRF in Figure 7.5.

Again, with 16 ICA modes, the ICA reduced order model FRF is the same as that of the 

POD reduced order model. This might seem surprising at first, but as was mentioned in 

Section 5.3, in the case of gaussian components, all ICA can do is to decorrelate the data, 

which is already achieved by POD (POD being the first step in ICA). Seemingly gaussian 

data for the system response explains why POD and ICA produce the same results.
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  Original TF, n= 100
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Figure 7.4: Original and POD reconstructed FRF for the homogeneous

system.

7.1.3 Reduced Order Model Identification: Noiseless Case

Next, we apply the proposed system identification method discussed in Chapter 6. To sim

plify matters, we assume that the system response is obtained without noise. The case of 

noise-contaminated output will be examined subsequently. We first obtain the POD and 

ICA transformation matrix, choosing the number of modes to be 16 for each method. Con

sequently, we obtain the identified POD and ICA reduced order system matrices. The iden

tified matrices are then used to obtain a typical FRF of the system. This FRF is compared 

to the original model FRF, as shown in Figure 7.6.

The symmetry constraint was applied in the identification process, with the value for
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— Original TF, n= 100
— POD-Simulated TF, m= 16
— ICA-Simulated TF, m= 16

-105

480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660
Frequency (rad/s)

Figure 7.5: Original, ICA, and POD reconstructed FRF for the 

homogeneous system.

the regularization parameters, \ M, Ac  and \ K all being 100. We can see that the identified 

system matrices result in FRFs that match reasonably well the original FRF. Both ICA and 

POD result in the same FRF. This can be explained by the apparent gaussian nature of the 

system response.

Borrowing the idea of Signal-to Noise (SNR) ratio from telecommunication theory

[112], a measure of the error between the identified and original FRF is

error =  10 log10 — — , x,jr<lB. (7.3)
111H o r i g  (a> ) | 17z j^ e n  (to>) | II

where dB is the decibel unit, ||-|| denotes the norm, |-| the absolute value, Hong (u) the 

original model FRF, and H iden (u>) the identified model FRF. Note that the higher the value
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  Original TF, n= 100
  POD-Identified TF, m= 16
—  ICA-Identified TF, m= 16
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Figure 7.6: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the homogeneous

system.

of this measure, the less the error between the amplitudes of the original and identified FRF. 

For the identified FRF in Figure 7.6, the error is calculated to be 23.95 dB.

It is important to note that the POD and ICA modes are not exactly the same. Even 

though the system response is gaussian resulting in the same FRFs of the ICA and POD 

reduced order models, the ICA algorithm achieves minor rotations of the POD modes in 

the nth-dimension resulting in slightly different modes for ICA. The first mode obtained 

from ICA is compared to that obtained from POD in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: POD and ICA 1st mode for the homogeneous system.

7.1.4 Reduced Order Model Identification: Noisy Case

We have demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed method assuming that our data is not 

contaminated by noise. In the low frequency range, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 

sufficiently high that our assumption is reasonable. However, in the mid-frequency range, 

the SNR decreases significantly that the assumption no longer holds. The presence of noise 

obviously affects the confidence level of the estimated parameters.

We apply the same methodology described in the section above, with the added step of 

contaminating the system response vector with uncorrelated gaussian band-limited white 

noise to achieve a specific Signal-to-Noise (SNR) ratio prior to the identification process.
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Let a \  and n ‘z. denote the variance of the noise and the original signal, respectively. The 

SNR is calculated using

SNR =  10 logjn dB. (7.4)

Thus, an SNR of 10 implies that the variance of the signal is 10 times higher than the 

variance of the contaminating noise. An SNR of 20 implies that the variance of the signal 

is 100 times the variance of the contaminating noise, and so on.

With an SNR of 30 dB, we obtain the identified FRF shown in Figure 7.S with an error 

of 21.14 dB. Compared to the noiseless case in which the error in the identified FRF was

23.95 dB, a noise level of 30 dB SNR does not affect the identification process significantly.

  Original TF, n= 100
  POD-Identified TF, m= 16
—  ICA-Identified TF, m~ 16

-7 0

-8 0

-140

-1 5 0

480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660
Frequency (rad/s)

Figure 7.8: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the homogeneous 

system under a noise level of 30 dB SNR.
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With an SNR of 20 dB, we obtain the identified FRF shown in Figure 7.9 with an error 

of 7.21 dB. Compared to a noise level of 30 dB case in which the error in the identified 

FRF was 23.95 dB, a noise level of 20 dB SNR does affect the identification process, but 

the identified FRF matches the original FRF reasonably well in most of the bandwidth of 

interest.

-85
  Original TF, n= 100
  POD-fdentified TF, m= 16
—  ICA-Identified TF, m= 16-9 0

-95

-125

-130
480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660

Frequency (rad/s)

Figure 7.9: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the homogeneous 

system under a noise level of 20 dB SNR.

Lastly, with an SNR of 10 dB, we obtain the identified FRF shown in Figure 7.10 with 

an error of 9.68 dB. Compared to the error of 7.21 dB for a noise level of 20 dB SNR,

it seems strange that the identified FRF has a smaller error (higher decibel value), but by

examining the FRF in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, it is obvious that a stronger noise level
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of 10 dB SNR results in a worse estimate of the FRF.

  Original TF, n= 100
  POD-Identified TF, m= 16
—  ICA-Identified TF, m— 16

-105

-125

-130
480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660

Frequency (rad/s)

Figure 7.10: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the homogeneous 

system under a noise level of 10 dB SNR.

7.2 Coupled Discrete Linear System

In this section, a coupled linear array of mass-spring oscillators is considered to be the 

original system. A lighter system is coupled with a heavier system. In other words, the 

lighter system posses higher modal densities compared to the heavier system.
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7.2.1 Original System Model

The schematic of the system is shown in Figure 7.11.

h M -------

a}ktc tjk i

Figure 7.11: Linear array of mass-spring oscillators.

The mass matrix of the system has the form

M„ (7.5)
mlIn/2 On/2 

0^ /2  ^ 2 ln /2

where In/2 is the n /2  x n /2  identity matrix, n, m i, and m2 are chosen to be 100 DOFs,

0.1kg, and 1kg, respectively. The stiffness matrix of the system is given by

K  — 1c

-1 2 - 1

- 1  

- 1  2 

with ku = 4 x 105 N/m.

The system is assumed to have Rayleigh damping by C„

a 0 = 0.5 and « i =  3 x 10~5.

2 - 1

- 1  2 - 1

(7.6)

« 0M„ +  « iK n, where
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For a preliminary illustration, we again consider the computer-simulated FRFs of this 

system as if they were experimentally measured. A typical FRF of the system is shown in 

Figure 7.12.

  Original FRF
—  Frequency band of interest-5 0

3  “90 

1-100

-120

-130

-140
12001000200 400 600

Frequency (rad/s)
800

Figure 7.12: A typical FRF of the original coupled system and the 

frequency band of interest.

In the same figure, the frequency range considered for the construction of the POD and 

ICA is also plotted.

7.2.2 Reduced Order Model Forward Simulation

Using only the selected frequency range of the ‘measured’ FRFs, the correlation matrix 

is constructed and the POD eigensolutions are extracted. Normalized eigenvalues of the
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correlation matrix, that is A/Amax, are shown in Figure 7.13.

-2 0

-4 0

-6 0

-8 0

-120
100

Eigenvalue number

Figure 7.13: Normalized POD eigenvalues (A/Amax) for the coupled

system.

It is clear that the first few eigenvalues are significantly large compared to rest of the 

eigenvalues, as is expected from the scree test (see Section 4.5.2), as mentioned previously. 

This justifies the approximation in Equation (4.45). A typical FRF of the POD reduced 

system is compared with the original FRF in Figure 7.14.

With only 13 POD modes, the POD reduced order model FRF agrees reasonably well 

with the original FRF in the frequency band of interest.

To compare POD with ICA, the FRF obtained from the ICA reduced model is compared 

with the original FRF as well as the POD reduced model FRF in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.14: Original and POD reconstructed FRF for the coupled system.

Again, with 13 ICA modes, the ICA reduced order model FRF is the same as that of the 

POD reduced order model.

7.2.3 Reduced Order Model Identification: Noiseless Case

In the noise-free case , we first obtain the POD and ICA transformation matrix, choosing 

the number of modes to be 13 for each method. We then obtain the identified POD as 

well as ICA reduced order system matrices. The identified matrices are then used to obtain 

a typical FRF of the system which is compared to the original model FRF, as shown in 

Figure 7.16.
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  Original TF, n= 100
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Figure 7.15: Original, ICA, and POD reconstructed FRF for the coupled

system.

Again, the symmetry constraint was applied in the identification process, with the value 

for the regularization parameter, \ M, Xc , and XK all being 100. We can see that the iden

tified system matrices result in FRFs that match reasonably well with the original system 

FRF.

For the identified FRF in Figure 7.16, the error is calculated to be 25.96 dB. The first 

mode obtained from ICA is compared to that obtained from POD in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.16: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the coupled

system.

7.2.4 Reduced Order Model Identification: Noisy Case

With an SNR of 30 dB, we obtain the identified FRF shown in Figure 7.18 with an error 

of 25.25 dB. Compared to the noiseless case in which the error in the identified FRF was

25.96 dB, a noise level of 30 dB SNR does not affect the identification process significantly.

With an SNR of 20 dB, we obtain the identified FRF shown in Figure 7.19 with an error 

of 22.43 dB. noiseless case in which the error in the identified FRF was 25.96 dB, a noise 

level of 20 dB SNR does not affect the identification process much neither.

Lastly, with an SNR of 10 dB, we obtain the identified FRF shown in Figure 7.20 with 

an error of 13.49 dB. Compared to the error of 22.43 dB for a noise level of 20 dB SNR, it
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Figure 7.17: POD and ICA 1st mode for the coupled system.

is obvious that a stronger noise level of 10 dB SNR results in a worse estimate of the FRF.
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Figure 7.18: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the coupled 

system under a noise level of 30 dB SNR.
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-100   Original TF, n= 100
  POD-Identified TF, m= 13
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Figure 7.19: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the coupled 

system under a noise level of 20 dB SNR.
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Figure 7.20: Original, ICA, and POD identified FRF for the coupled 

system under a noise level of 10 dB SNR.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of Findings

This thesis explored the feasibility of identifying a reduced order model of linear dynamical 

system in the mid-frequency regime. POD and ICA were used for model reduction strategy. 

Such a reduced-order model circumvented the limitations of traditional modal analysis 

developed for the low-frequency region.

The inverse problem relating to identification of the system matrices (namely mass, 

damping and stiffness matrices) was tackled in the framework of a linear least-square es

timation. A mathematical framework of Kronecker Algebra elegantly handles the identifi

cation procedures involving system matrices. Additionally, the concept of Tikhonov Regu

larization was used to satisfy certain physical constraints involving the symmetric property 

of the identified matrices.

The salient features that emerged from the current investigation are:
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1. At least for the discrete dynamical system investigated in this thesis, it is demon

strated that POD and ICA can be successfully applied for reduced-order modeling. 

The dimension of the reduced model may be an order of magnitude smaller than 

the corresponding comprehensive model. It also emerged that the ICA and POD 

reduced-order model may be indistinguishable in terms of the frequency response 

functions. However, the projection basis obtained by POD and ICA may exhibit dis- 

cernable differences. On the other hand, ICA may be construed as a preconditioning 

step applied on the POD-based reduced order model.

2. Exploitation of Kronecker Algebra provided an elegant theoretical formulation in

volving identification of system matrices in the framework of linear least-square 

minimization techniques. To achieve the symmetry property of these matrices, the 

concept of Tikhonov Regularization was used.

3. It was also demonstrated that the predicted results obtained using the identified reduced- 

order model match reasonably well with the original system response. The robust

ness of the identification method was demonstrated by a noise-sensitivity study.

8.2 Future Research

Based on the current investigation, the writer believes that the following issues merit future 

investigation:

1. The reduced order model based on ICA and POD performs equally well, at least 

for the illustrative example considered in this investigation. Note that POD resolves
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a spatio-temporal signal (i.e. vibration signature) into an optimal set of uncorre

lated components. On the other hand, ICA achieves higher-order decorrelation of the 

signal components. The writer believes that the ICA-based model order reduction 

strategy introduced in this thesis may outperform the POD-based method in tack

ling strongly non-linear systems. This may be achieved by weakening the nonlinear 

coupling among the generalized coordinates of a discrete non-linear system (for ex

ample, refer to [42]).

2. The system identification scheme outlined in the thesis can be useful to tackle in

verse problems arising in randomly heterogeneous dynamical systems. In this case, 

the system matrices are themselves random matrices, i.e. matrix-valued random vari

ables (for example, refer to [113, 114]). Further exploration is necessary to address 

such problems.
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